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A.W.PERKINS ACCESSORIES, 
CLEANERS, PAINTS and BRUSHES 
A.W. Perkins offers a vast array of cleaning products as well as paints, silicones, 
soot and creosote removers and an extensive line of castable brick and re-
fractory cements and mortar compounds. Everything you need to keep your 
fireplace, wood or pellet appliances clean and running smoothly. Along with 
these products we also carry a full line of accessories which includes chimney 
and ash brushes, ash removal vacuum attachments, firewood moisture meters, 
fireplace gloves, chimney fire suppressants and a full assortment of wood and 
pellet stove gaskets. 
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A.W.PERKINS HEARTH ACCESSORIES, CLEANERS AND PAINTS 
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# 102-GFC crème ceramic glass cleaner for gas fire-
places/stoves. May also be used on smoothtop ranges 
and other glass-ceramic surfaces. Do not use on plas-
tics such as microwave oven doors. 

101 8 fl.oz.  12 4.10
102 8 fl.oz.  12 4.40

ITEM NO. SIZE QTY/CS  DEALER $

KLEER VIEW SPRAY-ON GLASS 
CLEANER 

Spray on glass cleaner dissolves soot, creosote and smoke 
residue. Can also be used to remove carbon based grime 
on stone, and the exterior of fireplaces & stoves.  Safe 
to use on tempered glass.  Powerful formula removes 
carbon based grime without tedious scrubbing. For wood 
and pellet stoves, inserts or fireplaces. 

100A 32 fl. Oz  6 7.92
ITEM NO. SIZE  QTY/CS DEALER $

# 101-Ceramic glass cleaner. Use to clean the glass on 
woodstoves, inserts and pellet stoves. Blue semi-paste 
formula.  Not for use on tempered glass.fireplaces. 

HEARTHGLASS AND GFC 
GLASS-CERAMIC CLEANERS 

MSB - MASONRY, BRICK & 
STONE CLEANER 

Brick, masonry and stone cleaner. Spray on to dis-
solve soot, creosote, ash dust and smoke residue on 
brick and stone hearth surfaces. Moisten surface with 
water prior to cleaning for best results. 

ITEM NO.        SIZE  QTY/CS DEALER $
110A                32 fl. Oz.  6 7.94

GAS LOG SOOT RENEWER 

Gas Log Renewer is a non-toxic environmentally safe 
spray on cleaner that works instantly to remove unsightly 
carbon, grime & soot as it revives the showroom sparkle 
of your gas log set. NOTE: Not for use on “White Birch” log 
sets or lightweight fiber logs. 

205    16 fl. Oz.  12 6.67
ITEM NO.          SIZE  QTY/CS DEALER $



GEL FLAME™ LIQUID KINDLING 
FIRE STARTER 

Gelled fire starter for starting wood stoves, wood 
fires and pellet stoves.  IPA based.

ITEM  NO. SIZE  CS PK DEALER 
10 16 fl. Oz.  12 4.87

11F 32 fl. Oz.  French/Eng. label 12 7.71
11 32 fl. Oz.  USA Version 12 7.71

MAGICOLOR™ 
FLAME CRYSTALS  

Creates a colourful blue/green flame in wood burning fires.  
Not for use in fires used for cooking such as pizza ovens or 
campfires. Prop 65.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION CS PK DEALER $

280 16 oz. crystals, shaker top 12  5.85
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A.W. PERKINS BREAK-N-BURN™
FIRE STARTER SQUARES 

Easy, safe Break-n-Burn fire starter squares for 
wood, pellet or charcoal fires.  Original parafin 
and wood chip formulation.  Ideal for fireplaces, 
campfires, wood stoves, BBQ’s, brick pizza ovens, 
pellet stoves, and chimineas. Lights with touch of 
match, burns 8-10 min. per square.  Prop. 65.  Meets 
SCAQMD Rule 1174.

ITEM NO.  DESCRIPTION  CS PK DEALER $
22 24 squares per box.  12 2.89
25 144 squares per box  8 13.00

**NEW BREAK-N-BURN™ LITE FIRE
STARTER SQUARES  **BULK ONLY* 

New environmentally friendly lighters use plant based 
oil and wood fiber.  Very low VOC’s per light.  Burns up 
to 10 minutes.  Prop. 65.  Meets SCAQMD Rule 1174.
ITEM NO.  DESCRIPTION  PALLET QTY   DEALER
2X4 BnB Lite, 8 squares 7,600                $0.51Each
2X6 BnB Lite, 12 squares 4,940                $0.73 Each



New Ite
m #

& Formula

New Ite
m 

& Formula

A.W. PERKINS HIGH 
TEMPERATURE SILICONE A.W. PERKINS STOVE GASKET CEMENT 

A.W.PERKINS HEARTH ACCESSORIES, CLEANERS AND PAINTS 

ITEM # SIZE           COLOR             DESCRIPTION DEALER

High temperature 600°F silicone. Use for hi temp repairs or 
often used on pellet stoves as gasket ‘glue’ (if specified by 
the OEM).  Neutral cure Red. Available in (2.7 fl. Oz.) squeeze 
tube or (10.3 fl.oz.) cartridge. Does not corrode galvanized 
steel, copper or aluminum. New updated formula requires 
new item #, same performance.

High temperature 500°F silicone.  Many uses around fire-
places and chimneys. Choice of black or translucent. Avail-
able in (2.7 fl. oz.) squeeze tube or (10.3 fl. oz.) cartridge. Use 
anywhere a flexible high heat seal is required.

60 Sq. tube       Black High temperature 500ºF  $4.26

65 Cartridge     Black High temperature 500ºF $6.73
silicone, 10.3 fl. Oz.) 12/cs

61 Sq. tube   Transluscent High temperature 500ºF $4.26
silicone, 2.7 fl. Oz.) 12/cs

66 Cartridge  Transluscent High temperature 500ºF $6.73
silicone,10.3 fl. Oz.) 12/cs

70A Sq. tube       Red High temperature 600ºF $5.67
silicone, 2.7 fl. Oz.) 12/cs

71A Cartridge     Red High temperature 600ºF $11.61
silicone, 10.3 fl. Oz.) 12/cs

silicone, 2.7 fl. Oz.) 12/cs

Stove and gasket cement is used to adhere fiber-
glass gaskets on wood/pellet stoves and inserts. 
May also be used for metal to metal stove repairs. 
Available in (2.7 fl. Oz.) squeeze tube or (10.3 fl. Oz.) 
cartridge. Heat resistant up to 2000°F. 

80 Sq. tube  12

81 Cartridge  12

ITEM NO. SIZE   CS PK

80B Sq. tube  100 (bulk pk)
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A.W. PERKINS EASY SPREAD STOVE 
GASKET CEMENT 
New formula stove gasket cement in a new, easier 
to squeeze tube.  Available in (2.0 fl. oz.) squeeze 
tube packed in 12 packs or bulk, 100/box. 

82 Sq. tube  12
ITEM NO. SIZE   CS PK

82B Sq. tube  100 (bulk pk)



A.W. PERKINS 1400°F HIGH  A.W. PERKINS HIGH TEMPERATURE  

This high temp. (1400 degree F) stove paint, used by OEM’s, 
sticks to stainless steel and aluminium without a primer. It is 
rust inhibiting, pre and post-heating. This paint won’t peel or 
blister at 1400°F and is fast drying in under 5 minutes. Slight 
graying may occur above 1200 degrees F.  IF USING OUR 1200°F 
COLORS  USE ONE COAT OF THIS 1400°F AS A FIRST COAT.

TEMPERATURE FLAT BLACK PAINT 

90  16 oz. aerosol 1400°F Flat black paint. 12

91  Pint (brush-on) 1400°F Flat black paint. 12

ITEM NO. SIZE  DESCRIPTION & COLOR  CS PK

STOVE PAINT 

This high temp. (1200°F) stove paint comes in satin black, 
metallic black and charcoal metallic and is great for 
matching stove pipe to stoves.  It sticks to stainless steel 
and aluminium without a primer.  This paint won’t peel 
or blister at 1200°F and is fast drying in under 5 minutes.  
Metallics can dull above 1000°F. USE 1400°F AS PRIMER.

92 16 oz. aerosol 1200°F Satin Black 12

ITEM NO.    SIZE                 DESCRIPTION & COLOR  CS PK

92BM 16 oz. aerosol 1200°F Black Metallic 12

92CM 16 oz. aerosol 1200°F Charcoal Metallic 12

A.W. PERKINS GRILL AND 
STOVE POLISH 
Use this stove polish to restore beau-
ty to cast iron stoves, grills, railings, 
fences, BBQ grills etc. It also protects 
natural cast iron from rusting while 
providing a lustrous sheen after 
buffing. *For use on unpainted cast 
iron only. 

ITEM NO.     SIZE   CS PK

51 8 fl. Oz.  12

A.W. PERKINS LIQUID 
STOVE GASKET ADHESIVE

Clear high temperature resistant 
stove gasket, liquid water glass, 
adhesive for installing fiberglass 
gaskets on woodstoves, pellet 
stoves and wood or pellet fire-
place inserts.

ITEM NO.  SIZE CS PK

83               2 fl.oz. 12
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Dry sprinkle-on creosote reducer.  When used as directed in airtight wood 
fireplaces or stoves, this product will aid in reducing creosote buildup.  
Dries creosote to make it easier to remove.  Apply when adding wood to 
the fire and get stack temperatures above 265°F to activate.  Not a substi-
tute for regular chimney cleaning. 

A.W. PERKINS POWDERED CREOSOTE REDUCER 

ITEM NO. SIZE  CS PK

180 1 lb.  12
181 2 lb.  6

A.W.PERKINS HEARTH ACCESSORIES, CLEANERS AND PAINTS 

A.W. PERKINS SPRAY-ON CREOSOTE REMOVER 

Spray-on creosote remover is effective on creosote glaze with regular use 
in airtight wood fireplaces or stoves. Reduces creosote to a brushable ash 
to aid in keeping chimneys clean.  Apply when adding wood to the fire 
and get stack temperatures above 265°F to activate.  Not a substitute for 
regular chimney cleaning.  

190                    32 fl. Oz.   6
191                    1 Gallon refill size 4

ITEM NO.         SIZE    CS PK

Reduces soot buildup in non-airtight woodstoves 
and wood fireplaces. Not a substitute for regular 
chimney cleaning. 

200 16 oz.   12

ITEM NO. SIZE   CS PK

201 32 oz.   6

Our Creosote & Soot Destoyer in a convenient toss-in stick 
format.  No measuring or mess.  When regularly tossed into a 
burning fire the creosote will be changed to a more brushable 
substance anywhere stack temperatures are above 265°F.  
Creates a colourful blue/green flame in wood burning fires.  
Not for use in fires used for cooking such as pizza ovens or 
cookouts. In easy open display box.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION   CS PK

210 3 oz. Big Stick-soot and creosote  36  
 destoyer stick w/Magicolor crystals  

BIG STICK CREOSOTE & SOOT DESTROYER
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A.W. PERKINS DRY SOOT REDUCER 



A.W. PERKINS FURNACE CEMENT 

Use furnace cement to install or reset stoves, inserts, 
furnaces and other heating appliances where high tem-
peratures will be encountered. Withstands temperatures 
up to 2000 degrees F.  Black Color.

40 10.3 fl.oz. cartridge  12

42 Pint  12
43 Quart  6

ITEM NO.  SIZE CS PK 

41 1/2 Pint  12

A.W. PERKINS REFRACTORY CEMENT 

Refractory cement is a heat-resistant premixed 
silicate mortar that sets brick hard after curing. 
Used for setting firebricks or to repoint the inside 
of masonry fireplaces. Withstands temperatures to 
2000°F.  Meets ASTM E136 non-combustibility test.   
Buff (tan) color.  
ITEM NO.        SIZE  CS PK

250 1/2 gal.  4
251 1 gal.  2

A.W. PERKINS FIREPLACE MORTAR 

A durable non-combustible refractory cement for 
repairing cracked or chipped firebrick and pointing 
mortar joints that will be subjected to intense heat. 
Available in a choice of three colors. Withstands tem-
peratures to 2000 degrees F.  Meets ASTM E136 test 
for non-combustibility. 

ITEM NO. SIZE COLOR CS PK 

30 10.3 fl. Oz  Black  12

31 10.3 fl. Oz  Buff/Tan  12

32 10.3 fl. Oz  Gray  12
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A.W. PERKINS CASTABLE FIRE BRICK 

ITEM NO.   SIZE   CS PK

241 50 lb.   1  (resealable 5 gal. pail)
240 12 1/2 lb.  2

Castable Fire Brick is a heat resistant dry material 
which after mixing with water chemically sets brick 
hard. 12 1/2 lbs makes a 12”x12”x1 1/4” casting.  May 
be cast as a solid firebox bed or into custom fire-
brick shapes tailored to your exacting requirements. 
Withstands temperatures to 2200°F.  Tan/gray, see 
pictures left.

Photo Right - Masonry heater core capped with our 
Castable Fire Brick.  The lintel is also cast from our 
material.  This saves on 
cutting of these large 
sizes and allows custom 
shaping impossible with 
firebrick shapes. 

Great for Fire Pit 
Construction!

Photo Below - A side 
cook plate top of a large 
Rocket Stove heated 
outdoor bench was cast 
2” thick of Castable Fire 
Brick.  A saw cut was 
done after cure to con-
trol crack location.  Saw 
cuts every 12” more or less are recommended.

Perkins NFPA 211 Chimney Brick & Flue Tile Mortar is 
an acid-resistant non-water soluble premixed calci-
um aluminate mortar that sets brick hard chemically 
without firing. Complies with NFPA 211 for setting 
flue tiles and firebox masonry that will be exposed to 
weather, moisture and acids formed by combustion.  

A.W. PERKINS CHIMNEY BRICK AND 
FLUE TILE MORTAR 

ITEM NO.      SIZE       COLOR CS PK
245 10 lbs.   Beige 2

A.W.PERKINS HEARTH ACCESSORIES, CLEANERS AND PAINTS 

246G 50 lbs.   Special Run Gray Color 1

246 50 lbs.   Beige (resealable 5 gal pail) 1
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The A.W. Perkins Ash-Buster is a 4 gallon (U.S.) metal tank with 
a HEPA filtration system that works off of your household vac-
uum. Simply attach your vacuum to the Ash-Buster by placing 
your home vacuum nozzle through the rubber grommet, turn 
it on and you’re ready to go. Cleans ash out of your wood or 
pellet stove using a HEPA filtration system. The included metal 
hose is 4’ long and has a aluminum pickup nozzle and micro 
tool cleaning kit included with this unit. These tools can be used 
to reach those small hard to reach areas inside your pellet or 
wood stove. The Ash-Buster is used with “COLD ASH ONLY”. A 
replacement HEPA filter is available, part # 511.  Imported item.

ASH-BUSTER PRE-FILTER 
VACUUM ATTACHMENT 

500 Ash-Buster pre-filter system w/mini tool kit 
511 Replacement HEPA filter for the Ash-Buster w/screen

ITEM NO.       DESCRIPTION 

Your Ash Buster filter must be installed and 
locked in place at all times in use.  Before 
using each time verify that it is locked in 
place on the underside of the lid as shown.  If 
there is any dirt or gritty debris on the lid 
surface in the area where the filter sits wipe it 
clean with a lightly dampened paper towel.

• Vacuum up cold ash only

• Filter is protected by metal screen however 
filter and plastic housing is not fireproof  

• Inspect filter after every cleaning and clean 
it by running water through from clean side

• Dry washed filter thoroughly (12-24 hrs)

• If there is dust on the clean side of filter or 
near rubber seal outlet then change filter!

• Inspect the filter after every use looking for 
holes or worn areas and replace as needed 
with our #411 filter. 

Important Filter Care

A S H  B U S T E R  VAC  AT TAC H M E N T  

Assembly Instructions below

THANK YOU FOR BUYING AN ASH BUSTER!  

Follow instructions carefully and you will enjoy long 
service of your Ash Buster.  It saves your household 
vacuum from being contaminated by ash which can be 
corrosive.  As such, and for safety reasons, the Ash Buster 
should be emptied after each use.

FOR COLD ASH PICKUP ONLY:  

Ash is very insulating and embers may stay lit for several 
hours after a fire is “out”.  If you shovel out most of the 
debris (into a fireproof ash pail) pay attention for glowing 
embers.  If seen make sure there are none remaining 
when using the vacuum.  

EMPTY AFTER EACH USE AND CLEAN FILTER:
  

Leaving ash in the container is sure to cause problems.  
Verify ash is cold and dispose of properly.  If using ash in 
your garden consult your agricultural extension service for 
proper application rates. 

Clean filter thoroughly after each use, see sidebar to left.

Release lid and remove all 
contents from inside canister

Insert included pickup hose 
into receiver on lid. Line up 
pin so it will drop in slot.

Twist hose to lock into lid. Put nozzle on hose end and 
attach to side of canister.

Insert household vacuum 
tube into rubber grommet.

Rubber expands to seal most 
vacuum hoses.  If seal does 
not fit try another vacuum.511
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Black graphite impregnated wood stove gaskets, pre-
cut and bagged, ready for peg hook hanging. Graphite 
gasketing is more abrasion resistant and ensures a more 
consistent air tight seal. Door, window and tadpole style 
gaskets. Also for use on pellet stoves.  *Comes with PSA 
(pressure sensitive adhesive) tape, no cement needed. 

A.W. PERKINS PRE-PACKAGED WOOD 
STOVE GASKETS  

ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION 

120 5/8” x 1/8”  Black graphite woodstove door gasket (pkg) 
 tape x 7’

122 1/4” rope x 7’    Black graphite woodstove door gasket (pkg)

123 5/16” rope x 7’  Black graphite woodstove door gasket (pkg)

124 3/8” rope x 7’    Black graphite woodstove door gasket (pkg)

126 1/2” rope x 7’    Black graphite woodstove door gasket (pkg)

127 5/8” rope x 7’    Black graphite woodstove door gasket (pkg)

128 3/4” rope x 7’    Black graphite woodstove door gasket (pkg)

129 1” rope x 6’        Black graphite woodstove door gasket (pkg)

*130 11/16” x 3/16”  Black stove window gasket, thicker “clamshell” 
 tape x 54”     

*131 13/16” x 1/8” Black stove window gasket, thinner, flat style  
 tape x 54” 

80 2.7 fl. oz. Stove & Gasket Cement, hang tube 12/cs
81 10.3 fl. oz. Stove & Gasket Cement, caulk cartridge 12/cs
82 2 fl. oz. Easy Spread Gasket Cement 12/cs
82B 2 fl. oz. As above but bulk packed 100/cs
83 2 fl. oz. Clear hi-temp. liquid water glass adhes. 12/cs

119  5/16 rope w/ Black graphite armoured gasket for VC  
 s/s jacket x 50” stoves (packaged), known as Griddle Gasket

A.W. PERKINS VERMONT CASTINGS 
COMPLETE STOVE GASKET KITS 

These complete gasket kits contain all the components 
needed to re-gasket your Vermont Castings wood 
stove. *Note: kits do not include cement, order sep-
arately.  Glass kits don’t use cement.  Case pack size 
varies.

AW3435    Winter-Warm System Gasket Kit 
AW3440    Complete kit for Defiant, Vigilant, Resolute or Intrepid
AW3441      Griddle gasket kit, use our cement to adhere 

AW3421     Complete kit for Resolute Acclaim 

AW3427 *Glass door gasket kit (110” of 3/16” black rope gasket) 

NO. 
AW99     Complete kit for older Dutchwest stove. (Pre 1993)

AW3419     Complete kit for Encore stove 

ITEM  DESCRIPTION 

AW3422     Defiant 1910/1945 Gasket Kit 

A.W. PERKINS S/S 
BULK GASKET DISPLAY

Bulk spooled gaskets (next page) 3’ 
long stainless steel display now avail-
able.  Holds 2, 15” window gaskets on 
the ends and usual 10”  or 6” spools in 
the 3’ long central portion.  Displays 
may be connected such as in this 6’ dis-
play by using velcro on the end panels.

A.W.PERKINS ACCESSORIES, CLEANERS AND PAINTS 
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Black graphite impregnated wood stove gaskets in bulk 
rolls. Graphite gasketing is more abrasion resistant and 
ensures a more consistent air tight seal. Door, window 
and tadpole style gaskets. Also for use on pellet stoves. 
Window and tadpole gaskets come with PSA (pressure 
sensitive adhesive) tape backing.  Most regular ropes and 
tapes are on a 10” spool as noted.  Each spool marked 
with size/part #. 
Tadpole tapes don’t fit display.
Display picture on prior page.

A.W. PERKINS BULK WOOD STOVE 
GASKETS ON SPOOLS 

ITEM NO.    SIZE DESCRIPTION & COLOR 

150 5/8”x 1/8” tape x 157’ Black graphite woodstove door
    gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool) 

151 3/16” rope x 200’      Black graphite woodstove door
    gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool) 
152 1/4” rope x 200’      Black graphite woodstove door
    gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool) 
153 5/16” rope x 200’ (VC door) Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool)
153J  9mm x 100’ (old Jotul door) Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool)
153M 10mm x 100’ (Morso) Black graphite door gasket (10”)
154 3/8” rope x 132’ Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool)
155 7/16”rope x 100’  (VC use) Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool) 
156 1/2” rope x 88’ Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool) 
157 5/8” rope x 65’ Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool)
158 3/4” rope x 47’ Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool)
159 7/8” rope x 35’ Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool)
159W 7/8” WHITE rope x 25’ As above for Lopi, denser 10” spl.
160 1” rope x 25’ Black graphite woodstove door 
  gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool)
163 HHT 3/8” bulb x 1” x 1.375” Tadpole Tape, black w/PSA x 180’
164 HHT 1/2” bulb x 1/2” x 1.0” Tadpole Tape, black w/PSA x 180’
165 1.5” wide x 180’ (PSA) Black graphite tadpole gasket  
  1/2” foil bulb (bulk large spool)
166  1.5” wide x 180’ (PSA) Black graphite tadpole gasket  
  5/8” foil bulb (bulk large spool)
167  1.5” wide x 180’ (PSA) Black graphite tadpole gasket,  
  soft knit type (bulk large spool)
169 3/8” x 1/8” x 180’ (PSA) Black window gasket, flat, used 
  within stoves too. (10” dia. spool)
170 11/16” tape x 80’ (PSA) Black window gasket, thicker  
 “bulb” is ~3/16” thick “clamshell” (15” big spool)
171 13/16” tape x 90’ (PSA) Black window gasket, thin, flat 
 3/16” to 7/32” thick w/seam to fold on (15” big spool)
172 13/16” x 1/16” x 80’ Woven Window “Ladder Tape”,  
 10” spool thinnest. 13/16”wide x 1/16” x 80’
VCGG  5/16”w/SS jacket x 75’(VC) Black graphite armoured gasket  
  for all VC griddles except Intrepid
80 2.7 fl. oz. Stove & Gasket Cement, hang tube 12/cs
81 10.3 fl. oz. Stove & Gasket Cement, caulk cartridge 12/cs
82 2 fl. oz. Easy Spread Gasket Cement 12/cs
82B 2 fl. oz. As above but bulk packed 100/cs
83 2 fl. oz. Clear hi-temp. liquid water glass adhes. 12/cs
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149 1”x1/4” tape x 50’  Black graphite woodstove door
    gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool) 

150W 3/4”x 1/8” tape x 100’ Black graphite woodstove door
    gasket (bulk 10” dia. spool) 



A great fireplace and wood stove tool.  36” long overall.  “It is not a poker nor a hoe it’s THE POE!”  
It allows separation of hot coals by pulling forward, flip it over and shove ashes back and then use 
tines to arrange hot embers for use in next load of fuel or to extinguish fire sooner.

A.W. PERKINS THE POE WOODBURNER’S TOOL

ITEM NO.  CS PK
300   1

A.W. PERKINS MOISTURE METER 
A.W. PERKINS CHIMNEY SWEEP/ 
FIREWOOD HANDLING GLOVES 

Wood fireplace gloves designed for chimney 
sweeps. These gloves offer hand and forearm cov-
erage while cleaning wood fireplaces and chim-
neys.  Also great for carrying firewood as arms 
and clothing are protected by denim gauntlet that 
reaches the armpit. (Pair) 

275  26” long overall 6
ITEM NO.  SIZE   CS PK

Hearth Country firewood moisture meter. Large lit LCD 
with a padded carrying case and 9 volt battery sup-
plied. Push the four prongs into firewood’s split face 
to get a moisture reading between 3% and 40%. Wood 
with a 15% to 20% moisture level burns best, produc-
ing the most heat and minimum creosote build-up. 

360   6
ITEM NO.  CS PK

Vermont made

A.W.PERKINS ACCESSORIES, CLEANERS AND PAINTS 
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FIREEX CHIMNEY FIRE  
A.W. PERKINS STOVE PIPE  SUPPRESSANT 

Chimney fire suppressant, stops chimney fires quick-
ly. Throw entire bag into fireplace or stove. Chokes 
out chimney fires. Please follow instructions on 
package. 

ITEM NO.  CS PK
AWP3412    6

“STACK-IT” LOG RACK BRACKETS 

Sturdy steel brackets used to hold 2 x 4’s. Ideal for 
building log racks. Easy fast assembly without tools, 
screws or bolts. Can also be used for shelving, work 
benches and storage racks. 

ITEM NO.  CS PK
AWP30360    6

THERMOMETER 

This stovepipe thermometer is designed for ver-
tical applications on all single wall chimney pipe. 
Fastening is provided primarily by the magnet, 
but it is imperative to use a safety wire on all 
vertical applications. Please consult your stove 
owners manual for optimum burn temperatures. 

ITEM NO.  CS PK
260     12

A.W. PERKINS GAS LEAK DETECTOR 

576            8 fl. Oz.    12
ITEM NO.  SIZE  CS PK
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This product is used to detect gas leaks in propane or 
natural gas stoves or fireplaces. 8 oz. bottle with twist 
off dauber top.



A.W. PERKINS 1/4” PT CONSUMER 
METAL WIRE CHIMNEY BRUSHES 

Traditional metal wire consumer grade chim-
ney  brushes. Ideal for the “DIY” homeowner. 

NOTE: The brushes on this page should not be spun 
or used for power sweeping. 

ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION  

10088 8” x 8”  
 Square

11010 10” x 10”
 Square

11111 11” x 11”
 Square

11212 12” x 12”
 Square

10610 6” x 10”
 Rect.

10711 7” x 11”
 Rect.

10812 8” x 12”
 Rect.

11216 12” x 16”
 Rect.

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

10005 5” Round  

10006 6” Round

10007 7” Round

10008 8” Round

10009 9” Round

10010 10” Round

10012 12” Round

10066 6” x 6”
 Square

10077 7” x 7”
 Square

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

Metal wire bristle brush w/1/4” 
PT (pipe thread) fitting 

These traditional polypropylene chimney brushes have a 
1/4” PT (pipe thread) fitting. Ideal for the “DIY” homeowner.  

A.W.PERKINS 1/4” PT CONSUMER POLY 

CHIMNEY BRUSHES 

ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION 
20005 5” Round Brush with polypropylene bristles  
20006 6” Round Brush with polypropylene bristles  
20007 7” Round Brush with polypropylene bristles  
20008 8” Round Brush with polypropylene bristles  
20010 10” Round Brush with polypropylene bristles  

A.W.PERKINS 1/4” CONSUMER GRADE 
CHIMNEY RODS 
These traditional fiberglass rods have a 1/4” PT (pipe 
thread) fittings. Ideal for the “DIY” homeowner. The 
#38314 leader rod is very flexible and will not advance 
the brush if brush is restricted by creosote.  NOTE: 
Fiberglass rods should not be spun or used for power 
sweeping.  

15036 36” x .350 Dia.

15048 48” x .350 Dia.

15072 72” x .350 Dia.

38314 48” x .375 Dia

ITEM NO. SIZE    DESCRIPTION      CS PK

Flexible Nylon leader rod 3/8” 
Dia. w/1/4” PT fitting

Fiberglass rod with 1/4” PT 
(pipe thread) fitting

Fiberglass rod with 1/4” PT 
(pipe thread) fitting
Fiberglass rod with 1/4” PT 
(pipe thread) fitting

18 www.rodtechusa.com Tel. 800-698-7412
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5/16” thick pellet vent rods that fit the ES0x Series and 160x-se-
ries brushes, above. ESO-rods are 4 feet long. 516-series rods 
are 3 feet long. *Spin clockwise only. Ideal for the DIY’er.
51612 is a 12 ft. starter kit of rods consisting of 4 x 3 ft. (516) 
rods. This kit does not contain any brushes. Choose your need-
ed brush size from the choices above. 

*Note if spinning with a drill: The ES0 series of rods/
brushes must use the ESDA drill adapter to rotate. PELLET/DRYER VENT CONSUMER

GRADE RODS - 5/16” THREAD

516                3 ft. x 5/16 dia. w/5/16-18 thread 25
51612            12 foot starter kit, 4 ea 3’ rods  5
ES02              4 ft. x 5/16” dia. w/5/16-18 thread 25

ITEM NO.     DESCRIPTION    CS PK

A.W. PERKINS PELLET/DRYER VENT CONSUMER GRADE BRUSHES - 5/16” THREAD

A.W. PERKINS CONSUMER PELLET VENT CLEANING SYSTEM  

NOTE: Spin clockwise only. 

These pellet/dryer propeller vent brushes have a 
rounded plastic core, nylon bristles and can be used 
with a drill for an easy and consistent cleaning. 5/16”-
18 threads. Available in 3” to 6” sizes. Can be used 
with the ES02- or 516-series of nylon rods. Ideal for 
the DIY homeowner.  

1603 3” diameter w/5/16-18 thread     4
1604 4” diameter w/5/16-18 thread     4

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION     CS PK

These pellet/dryer vent brushes have a twisted wire 
center with ball tip. Spin or push/pull.  The ES-series 
brushes can only be  used with a drill when using the 
ESDA drill adapter. *Spin clockwise only. Available in 
3”, 4” and 5”. Can be used with the ES0- or 516-series 
of nylon rods. Ideal for the DIY homeowner. 

*ES04 4” x 5/16-18 thread    4
*ES03 3” x 5/16-18 thread    4

*ES05 5” x 5/16-18 thread    4
*ESDA Drill adapter w/female 5/16-18 thread 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION  CS PK

1605 5” diameter w/5/16-18 thread     4
1606 6” diameter w/5/16-18 thread     4

Nylon rods for the PV series of brushes 
only with 1/4-20 thread. Very flexible for 
pushing lightweight brushes above.  These 
rods are for pellet vent cleaning only. For 
the stiffer dryer vent equivalent please 
see items # ES04 and #516 (above). Ideal 
for DIY pellet vent cleaning.  

NOTE: The PV series of lighter 1/4” 
nylon rods and brushes are not recom-
mended for dryer vent cleaning as the 
rods are too flexible.  They will work in 
bathroom vents if used carefully.  Don’t 
use the s/s brushes in bathroom vents.

A.W. PERKINS 1/4” DIA. NYLON 
CONSUMER GRADE RODS 

PVR4         48” X 1/4” diameter w/1/4-20 thread   25
PVR5         59” X 1/4” diameter w/1/4-20 thread   25

ITEM NO.    DESCRIPTION                CS PK

These nylon pellet vent brushes have a twisted wire center 
with a ball tip. Used on 1/4” thick rods that are lighter than 
the ESO2 and 516-series. For dryer vent brush please see 
items #ES04 and rod #516. Available in 3”, 4” & 5” sizes. Ideal 
for the DIY homeowner. 

A.W. PERKINS NYLON & S/S CONSUMER 
GRADE PELLET VENT BRUSHES-1/4 THREAD 

PV3 3” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods   4
PV4 4” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods   4
PV5 5” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods   4

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION    CS PK

Available in 3” & 4”sizes. Ideal for the DIY homeowner. 

These fine bristle stainless steel pellet vent brushes, used 
when a more thorough cleaning is warranted, have a 
twisted wire center with a ball tip and are used on 1/4” 
thick rods that are lighter than the ESO-and 516-series. 
For the dryer vent equivalent please see #ES04, above.  

PV4SS 4” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods   4
PV3SS 3” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods   4
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION    CS PK

5/16-18

1/4-20



Drill Adapter, #DA1.  TWIN FLAT™ surfaces drive the TPOWR™ Sweep 
Drill Adapter.  3/8” shank. No button is needed, saving effort when 
adding and taking off rods.  All cleaning completed from the bottom, 
its much safer and easier!

TWIN FLAT™ Locking Rods, #R1

30’ Kit Shown, #RK30, rods, drill pc,
12” and 24” strands included.
Stow bag incl. w/RK24 and RK30

Whip Brush/First Rod, #WR1.  The whip brush 
is integrated in the first rod.  The patented 
head has Anti-Snag action in both directions 
to prevent almost all hang ups while pushing 
up or coming back down the flue.  Rugged alu-
minum end, the other end is a TWIN FLAT™ fe-
male. No tool needed to change the included 
12” and 24” strands to fit 5” to 16”x16” flues.

Available Systems
Item # Description    
RK15 15’ Kit, instructions in a shipper 
RK24 24’ Kit, instructions in carry bag 
RK30 30’ Kit, instructions in carry bag 
R1 3’ Rod Extension, 7/16” dia.  
WR1 Brush/First Rod, 3’ long   
DA1 TWIN FLAT Drill Adapter  
41246-3 24” strands for whip brush, 3 pcs 
41299-312” strands for whip brush, 3 pcs 
RB1 Rod Bag, 33” long w/pocket, logo 

800-698-7412
sales@awperkins.com
www.rodtechusa.com

Introducing the TPOWR™ Rotary Chimney Sweeping System.
Use with your cordless drill to clean wood burning fireplace and stove chimneys in record time!
Removes flaky creosote, fly ash and debris with special “shark tooth” cutting whip line material.
TWIN FLAT™ 3’ long locking rods, whip brush and drill adapter made entirely in the U.S.A.
Exclusive, patented “anti-snag” rod end shapes essentially eliminate “hang ups” that affect simple chimney rods.
Two lengths of whip brush material included.  Perfect for chimney interior dimensions of 5” round to 16” x 16”.  
TPOWR™ Sweep Kit Components

 New Item 

20 www.rodtechusa.com Tel. 800-698-7412

TWIN FLAT™ 
Drill Adapter
 #DA1





A.W. PERKINS BUTTONLOK™ 
POWER SWEEPING SYSTEM &
CHIMNEY SWEEP TOOLS

The A.W. Perkins patented ButtonLok™ rotary power sweeping system con-
sists of nylon and other rods, tools and accessories.  Rotary power sweeping is 
much more effective than traditional push/pull brushing.  All of the rods and 
tools clip and unclip easily using the quick connect ButtonLok™ system.  Most 
cleaning is done from inside the home speeding up the sweeping process 
and improving safety for the sweep.  No more climbing up ladders or setting 
up scaffolds for those hard to reach chimneys.  All you need additionally is a 
cordless battery operated drill, a Rovac® HEPA Vacuum and you’re ready to 
go.  Make your next sweep easy with the Super Scrub Power Sweeping Whip 
(#7265 pictured).  It passes through dampers easily then expands out to scrub 
the flue removing soot and flaky creosote.  One size fits most, it can be used 
in masonry chimney flues (*up to 12” by 16”), as well as factory built chimneys 
and larger stainless steel liners.  No more need to carry a large inventory of 
different sizes or types of brushes.  Our smaller Mini-Medusa fits 5” to 8” lined 
or unlined flues perfectly.  And we even have a larger Mega-Medusa that may 
be strung with whip line up to 60” long for cleaning industrial stacks!  A vast 
array of tools, tile breakers, tile extractors and steel Enforcer rods are also 
available for the ButtonLok system.
If you have used any type of chimney or dryer vent cleaning rod in the past, 
I’m sure you can see how the ButtonLok™ connector will save you time and 
energy when you sweep. The rods are designed for use with the rotary clean-
ing tools and with our Video Inspection Flashcorder or Camera System.  Our 
innovative products have taken both the dryer vent and chimney cleaning 
industries to a higher level.  Our tools allow you to complete more jobs in less 
time, at higher quality, thereby making you the greatest profit.  

ButtonLok protected by U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,688,800 and 10,288,123, others pending worldwide

2 

800-698-7412
www.rodtechusa.com



This large Super Scrub Medusa whip is designed for 
soot and flaky creosote.  Use this model for up to 12” 
x 16” flues. For use with 5/8” or larger ButtonLok rods. 
Also very effective in factory built chimney and stain-
less steel liner systems.  NEW Mega-Medusa is a larger, 
36” diameter Super Scrub with twice as many strands 
for huge chimneys or industrial stacks. Effective up to 
24” x 24”. Use 3/4” Slick Rods (7530 or 7240D) for best 
power transfer with Mega-Medusa.
NOTE:  For larger flues, custom sized heads can be or-
dered up to 60”.  Flues over 50’ tall benefit from a MPS 
mid-point stabilizer every 30’.  Call us for giant stack 
solutions, we have built systems for 300’ tall stacks.
ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION  
7265          large 24”  

7265-11  Refill         .155” strands, 8 ea 24” plus 3 ea 4” 

MPS 24” nominal Mid-Point Stabilizer, specify size
7267 3/8-16 Guide ball for #7260, 7265 and 7270 

Large Power Whip for masonry chim-
neys up to 12” x 16” flue 

7270  XL, 36”         Mega-Medusa w/16 strands @36” 

41246  1 ea 24”         Single strand .155” x 24”  
41246-72  72 ea 24”        Bulk pack 72 strands .155” x 24”  

41249  1 ea 36”         Single strand .155” x 36”  

This small Super Scrub whip is designed for soot 
and flaky creosote.  Use this model for 7” flues or 
less. For use with large Buttonlok rods, usually the 
1/2” rods shown on next page.  Comes with an an-
ti-snag cap to cover the end of the whip cup.

MINI-MEDUSA™ SUPER SCRUB    
POWER SWEEPING WHIP  

7260-11 .155” dia. Refill for #7260, 8@ 12” + 3@ 4”
41099 .155” dia  x 12” single strand
7267  3/8-16 Ball top for 7260, 7265, 7270

ITEM NO.    SIZE DESCRIPTION  
7260 Small 12”  Small Power Whip for flues up to 7” 

diameter

7265 
24” Medusa

Close up 2x 
the strands

7270
36” Mega

All aluminum construction with a sealed up hub to eliminate 
hang-ups.  12 strands per head for improved scrubbing action. 
The light aluminum design reduces battery use and “centers 
up” easier.  The head can be re-strung just like our traditional 
Medusa products.  Any size may be made, just call!  Available in 
heavy, more aggresive .155” red or .120” green light strands for 
gentle scrubbing action in liners and factory built chimneys.

OUR LATEST WHIP DESIGN
MEDUSA DELUXE, w/LG. BUTTONLOK

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION  
7260D Small 12” .155” Red, heavy duty. For flues to 7” diameter
7260DL Small 12” .120” Green is gentle on flues to 7” diameter
41401-72 12” 72 .120” dia. x 12” green strands for item 7260DL
7261DL Med. 16” .120” Green is gentle on flues to 12” diameter
41400-72 16” 72 .120” dia. x 16” green strands for item 7261DL
7265D Large 24” .155” Red, heavy duty. For flues up to 12”x16”
41783 M10 Guide ball fits ONLY Medusa Deluxe items

7265D Medusa 
Deluxe Hub

THE MEDUSA™ AND 
MEGA-MEDUSA 
SUPER SCRUB w/LG. BUTTONLOK

7260DL Light-
weight

A.W. PERKINS BUTTONLOK POWER SWEEPING SYSTEM 
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A.W. PERKINS DEGLAZING TOOL w/ 
LARGE BUTTONLOK FITTING 

This Cable Whip tool w/3 wire loops is designed for 
deglazing. Ideal in masonry flues with a thin layer of 
creosote.  For use with 5/8” or larger ButtonLok rods. 
For Large and XL use 7530 or 7540D 3/4” Slick Rods.
ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION  
7255 Regular 14” Cable whip for flues up to 12” x 12” 

7256 Large 24” Cable whip for flues up to 18” x 18” 

7257 XL 30” Cable whip for flues up to 24” x 24” 

7255C Refill 1/4” Cable to make one 14” cable loop refill

7256C Refill 1/4” Cable to make one 24” cable loop refill

7257C Refill 1/4” Cable to make one 30” cable loop refill

Now in 3 sizes to fit more flues and 
industrial stacks!

A.W. PERKINS CHAIN WHIP w/ 
LARGE BUTTONLOK FITTING 

This Chain Whip is designed to remove tough creosote 
build-up and connects to the large ButtonLok rods. Recom-
mended to use 3/4” Slick Rods or Steel Enforcer Rods.

7245L     Large 
7245 Small Chain whip set for smaller flues to 8”x8”
ITEM NO.    SIZE DESCRIPTION  

Chain whip set for larger flues up to 12” x 12” 

Before and After use of Chain Whip

Stainless steel strands with welded tips are gentle on 
liners and effectively remove soot anb flaky creosote.  Fits 
through openings as small as 1 3/4” and helps open up 
creosote stuffed chimneys for the larger chain whip.  Bird 
nest 4” wing added to the top of this whip chops up sticks.  
In place of steel strands one may install the .155” Medusa 
nylon whip material to make a gentle, easy change whip 
with only four strands. Large ButtonLok connector.

EURO WHIP AND BIRD NEST REMOVER

ITEM NO.    SIZE DESCRIPTION
7266 24” 4x24” S/S Strands, w/Bird Nest Remover Wing
7266S 24” Whip w/4x24” S/S Strands only
7266C 24” 4x24” s/s to refill a 7266 or 7266S Euro Whip

patented

#7255 in 
action

A.W. PERKINS BUTTONLOK POWER SWEEPING SYSTEM 
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A.W. PERKINS BLACK POLY POWER 

SWEEP RODS w/LARGE BUTTONLOK  

A.W. PERKINS SUPERFLEX WHITE 
NYLON RODS w/LARGE BUTTONLOK

A.W. PERKINS BUTTONLOK POWER SWEEPING SYSTEM 
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These heavy duty black poly rods with large ButtonLok fit-
tings are used for masonry chimney power sweeping. Used 
with the Medusa™ Super Scrub Power Sweeping Whip 
(#7265) or Euro Whip (#7266).  Sweep the chimney from in-
side the house with your cordless drill.  For masonry chim-
neys of any size up to 12” x16” internally.  *Note: If there 
are turns within the flue use the 1230/1250 nylon Superflex 
rod as your starter rod. This more flexible rod will help 
guide the thicker rods through the chimney.  Clean larger 
chimneys, up to 24”x24”, with our Mega Medusa (#7270).  
These rods are repairable in the field or by us, just call.

7753 3’ x 3/4”  

8752 

8753 

8754* 

8755* 

ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION 

diameter 
4’ x 7/8”  

diameter 

diameter 
5’ x 7/8”  

diameter 

diameter 
6’ x 7/8”  

3’ x 7/8”  

diameter 

2’ x 7/8”  Black poly rods with large ButtonLok 
fittings. Ideal size for Porky Brush (p. 25)

Black poly rods with large ButtonLok 
fittings, more flexible not as rugged

Black poly rods with large ButtonLok 
fittings 

Black poly rods with large ButtonLok 
fittings 

Black poly rods with large ButtonLok 
fittings. Most popular for fireplaces.

Black poly rods with large ButtonLok 
fittings 

These flexible white nylon rods are ideal for stainless 
liners or pre-fab factory built chimney systems up 
to 8” round.  Also useful as leader rods followed by 
thicker rods when bends are present in larger flues. 
Exclusive Snag Less end to reduce hooking on liner 
edges, etc.

1250*

1230   3’ rod x 1/2”
ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION  

diameter 

diameter 

5’ rod x 1/2”

White nylon rod with large Snag 
Less ButtonLok fittings 
White nylon rod with large Snag 
Less ButtonLok fittings 

8756* 

*Please note - UPS surcharge as box for this item is over 48”

5830 

7530 
3/4” dia. 

3’ rod x 5/8”

3’ rod X  

diameter
Bright White “Slick” rod with large 
ButtonLok fittings 

Bright White “Slick” rod with large 
ButtonLok fittings, very stiff.

1250S* 

1230S  3’ rod x 1/2”

diameter 

diameter 

5’ rod x 1/2”

Bright White “Slick” rod with large 
Snag Less ButtonLok fittings
Bright White “Slick” rod with large 
Snag Less ButtonLok fittings

5850* 5’ rod x 5/8”
diameter

Bright White “Slick” rod with large 
ButtonLok fittings

A.W. PERKINS BRIGHT WHITE SLICK 
RODS w/LARGE BUTTONLOK
Slick rods in three thicknesses.  This material is more 
freeze resistant than nylon, therefore better suited to 
colder regions.  The 1/2” size is for flues up to 8” round, 
the 5/8” is for fireplace sweeping and light deglazing.  
The 3/4” rod is for heavy deglazing or very large flues.

ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION  

Refill these lightweight whips in seconds!  Available in 12”, 
24” nylon strands and 10” wire version we call “the scratch-
er”. Light aluminum hub, the strands simply double back 
on themselves to secure and they stay in place in use.

ITEM NO.    SIZE DESCRIPTION
RO13 12” .155” shark tooth strands x 12”, 6 strands
RO14 24” .155” shark tooth strands x 24”, 6 strands
RO23 10” 1/8” stainless cable x 10”, 6 strands

Close-up

NEW! NO TOOL LARGE MISSILE WHIP
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PTERODACTILE TILE PULLER AND 
SETTER - MINI AND LARGE VERSIONS

The Ultimate Tile Puller and Setter.  Worldwide Patented 
PterodacTILE Tile Remover/Setter is saving sweeps time 
and frustration on many reline jobs.  Use with your exist-
ing ButtonLok or our new heavy duty ButtonLok II Double 
Button Rods. Removes whole tiles if they aren’t “slushed in”.  
Takes out large pieces/block in other cases saving time over 
“bucketing out” especially when offsets are present. Avail-
able in small and large sizes.  Buy both for optimal use with 
two person or larger crews. Built at our plant in Rutland, Ver-
mont, with 12 mo. warranty.
T1V2 – Large PterodacTILE
Rugged longer striking jaw smashes the mortar surrounding 
tiles allowing you to get a “bite” on the tile.  Jaws open wide 
to grab block up to 4” thick. Replaceable polyurethane jaws.  
Heavy plate steel.  Winch point for extra heavy lifts.
T2 – Small Mini-PterodacTILE
Lighter weight cast aluminum for picking up loosened tiles 
or helping with large tile lifts in concert with a T1. Lock-
ing jaw makes tool a big pincer allowing you to pick up a 
dropped tool, or unlock to flex to grab tile. T2’s narrow inner 
jaw allows it to grip round tiles that are difficult to break out.  
Adjustable winch point plumbs T2 depending on tile size.

Best Rods for PterodacTILE, Wedge Tool also useful
7540D Double ButtonLok II 3/4” Solid x 4’ rods, below.
P1726B Wedge 1.5” wide, 4 lbs.  More easily removes mortar 
from inside walls prior to dropping stainless liner, right.

Round tiles pulled at a NY reline 
job.  We left one flue in place and 
removed 3 that got new liners.

Pull wythes easily
Use both pullers to 
break tiles free

Grab large pieces

T1V2 on a 
NH job

Customer supplied 
picture c/o Century 
Chimney in Ohio

T1V2

T2

P1726B

7540D

GREAT 2 PterodacTILE DEAL!
SPECIAL - Buy both and receive 2 free #7530D Double ButtonLok 3’ Rods!

Double
ButtonLok



Double
ButtonLok

A.W. PERKINS TILE BREAKERS  w/
LARGE DOUBLE BUTTONLOK

Standard tile breakers to be used with the large But-
tonLok Steel or the new #7540D 3/4” Slick Rods with 
Double ButtonLok connectors. Hardened steel.
ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION 

BTB44  4” x 4” Small square tile breaker w/Double 
  ButtonLok female end 
BTB46  4” x 6”  Large rectangular tile breaker w/ 
   Double ButtonLok female end

A.W. PERKINS HD TILE BREAKERS 
w/LARGE DOUBLE BUTTONLOK II

Heavy duty double offset tile breaker to be used with 
the new 7540D Double ButtonLok Rods or Steel En-
forcer Rods. Hardened plate steel for longer life.

BTB44H     2 @ 4” x 4” Double offset heavy duty tile breaker  
  w/large Double ButtonLok  

ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION 

ButtonLok Tile Knocker w/chains and pucks. Use in 
square or rectangular flues only.  This breaker makes 
smaller pieces than plate types.  With double Button-
Lok II female end.  Will not work in round flues.
ITEM NO.    SIZE DESCRIPTION 
BTBK N/A  Tile Knocker w/chains and pucks. With  
  large Double ButtonLok female

A.W. PERKINS BUTTONLOK TILE REMOVAL AND HD POWER SWEEPING SYSTEM 

LARGE BUTTONLOK - ENFORCER 
STEEL RODS
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These steel rods and adapters are used for tile breaking.  
Working from the top of the chimney along with the tile 
breakers listed below. Start with #1410 or #1425 to break 
first tiles and then proceed with longer rods. Use a 7+ amp 
drill with 1/2” chuck and a #2259 (or #1410) in drill.  You 
can also use the safety Spinner Handle, item 2269S (page 
20).  Rods can be rebuilt using parts shown in the inset pic.  
Converter rod allows use of old style rods w/BL tools.

1410 1/4” steel  

1425 1/4” steel  

1450 1/4” dia. x 5’ 
1425C  1/4”x 2.5’ 

2259 1/2” shank  Heavy duty drill adapter - if no 1410 use
2401 M Rod End Male Enforcer rod replacement end
2402 F Rod End Female Enforcer rod replacement end
41093 2.5’ Rod only Complete with 2 nuts to rebuild 2.5’ rod
41094 5’ Rod only Complete with 2 nuts to rebuild 5’ rod
41213 Nuts only Nuts to make drill adapter - 5/8 thread

ITEM NO.     SIZE DESCRIPTION 

converter 

rod x 1’ 

rod x 2.5’  
Standard length 5’ (foot) steel rod

1’ steel starter rod . Used as the drill 
adapter or first tile breaker (top down).
2.5’ (foot) steel starter rod. Use a drill 
adapter or #1410 with this part 

Converter rod. Large male B/L to small 
female B/L 

ITEM NO.   SIZE DESCRIPTION 

7540D  3/4” x 4’ Double ButtonLok Solid Slick rod,  
  solid 3/4” co-polymer material 

7520D  3/4” x 2’ Short Double ButtonLok Solid Slick
  rod, solid 3/4” co-polymer material

A.W. PERKINS BUTTONLOK II ROD 
W/LARGE DOUBLE BUTTONLOK 

**NEW** A better choice for 
tile breaking, heavy deglazing 
operations and when used with 
our PterodacTILE tile tools.  Slick 
rod material is rugged, stays 
cleaner, resists breaking down 
to -60F and is easier to hold 
while tile breaking compared to 
the legacy steel rods.  Short rod 
used for safer first tile breakout.  
Standard 4’ length is also safer-
to-use length than 5’ steel rods. 
Will connect to regular B/L rod if 
more length needed in a pinch.

BTB22  2” x 2” Mini square tile breaker w/Double 
  ButtonLok female end.  For tile <4”.

BTB22H     2 @ 2” x 2” Mini -Double offset heavy duty tile   
  breaker w/large Double ButtonLok  

Double
ButtonLok Double

ButtonLok

Double
ButtonLok



**NEW** A.W. PERKINS EZ DRIVER 
BUTTONLOK DRILL ADAPTERS  

Use these drill adapters, right, with all of the large But-
tonLok system components for power sweeping.  For 
use top down or bottom up.  See EZ Driver (top R.) for 
bottom-up only adapters.

ITEM NO. SIZE        DESCRIPTION  
2258  3/8” shank Standard Drill Adapter
2259  1/2” shank Heavy Duty Drill Adapter

Universal
Thread “UJ”

3/8” NPT Thread M10 
Viper

Sm. B/L

2210     2211   2238     2239    2240 2240V  7401   7402   2405   7321

RoKleen
Chim
Scan

A.W. PERKINS LARGE BUTTONLOK 
CONNECTORS AND ADAPTERS 

Large ButtonLok connectors used to adapt to other systems in 
all sizes. Includes 3/8” NPT thread,  Universal thread, ProFlex 
as well as the Viper system. There are also adapters for A.W. 
Perkins’ large to small & small to large ButtonLok systems and 
RoKleen/ProKleen and ChimScan.

ITEM NO.  DESCRIPTION  

2240 ButtonLok Male w/female 3/8” NPT to convert old rods 

2210 Male ProFlex/female ButtonLok w/rivet to convert old rods 
 Also used as a brush adapter to ButtonLok for P36 to P316.

2240V Viper adapter. ButtonLok male w/male M10 & jam nut 

2239 ButtonLok female w/male 3/8” NPT to convert old rods 

7402 Adapter w/large ButtonLok male & small ButtonLok female
2405 Cleaning tool adapter ButtonLok to RoKleen/Prokleen tools
7321 Chim-Scan Adapter, fits some models, call us

2211 Female Proflex/male ButtonLok w/rivet to convert old rods 
2238 Female 3/8” NPT w/ButtonLok female (brush adapter)  

7401 Adapter w/small ButtonLok male & large ButtonLok female

Bottom Up use only!  A real timesaving innovation 
these drill adapters have a specially shaped button 
which depresses itself when connecting AND discon-
necting the driver from the rod end.  Saves 25% or 
more of the time taken per cleaning.  Stop fiddling 
with buttons, especially appreciated on the way back 
down the chimney!  Not for use when working top 
down - it will fall out of drill!

ITEM NO. SIZE        DESCRIPTION  
2258EZ  3/8” shank EZ Driver Drill Adapter
2259EZ  1/2” shank Heavy Duty EZ Drill Adapter
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A.W. PERKINS LARGE BUTTONLOK DRILL 
ADAPTERS FOR TOP DOWN & BOTTOM UP

EZ

The safest way to power sweep and break out tiles!  
Used as shown in power sweeping mode the white 
tube slides out onto the rod to stabilize it as you would 
have previously done by hand.  Many sweeps have 
“wrapped up” a glove into the spinning rod, this device 
eliminates that possibility.  For top-down tile break-
ing the tube stays put w/hand on tube stabilizing and 
ready to grab the stack of rods if the chuck slips. Non-
sliding model with ball bearings for tile breaking only.
ITEM   SIZE DESCRIPTION 
NO.
2269S Large B/L Large ButtonLok Slide Spinner
2269 Large B/L No slide tube, ball bearing spinner

OUR LATEST INNOVATION
THE “SLIDE-SPINNER”



A.W.PERKINS WOODCORE BRUSHES  

A.W. PERKINS BUTTONLOK POWER SWEEPING SYSTEM 
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W/LG. BUTTONLOK CONNECTORS 

F8B 8” Wood core poly brush w/large  
F12B 12” Wood core poly brush w/large  
F16B 16” Wood core poly brush w/large  

ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION 

ButtonFlex woodcore poly brushes w/large ButtonLok 
connectors.  Pick a size that is 1 to 2” larger than the 
flue.  Typically used for push/pull sweeping of flues with 
dusty or light fly ash residue.  Air ducts, ZC fireplaces, 
oil, etc.  Threaded version available, see pg. xx.

A.W. PERKINS SMOKE CHAMBER 
BRUSHES W/LG. BUTTONLOK

Brush with large ButtonLok fitting ideal for power sweep-
ing the smoke chamber.  Medium yellow bristle version 
ideal for dusty debris.  Stiff black version is more aggres-
sive for sweeping heavier buildup.  To use connect our 
drill adapter to your cordless drill and start at the top of 
firebox and work your way down one course at a time.  
Bristles wear down over time.  14” diameter when spun.  
Special run of 20” diameter version for wide fireboxes 
available. Best rod to use is our 8752, 2’ x 7/8” dia. black 
poly rod.
ITEM NO.          DESCRIPTION 
6734B Smoke chamber brush w/lg. ButtonLok  w/ 
 medium (yellow) bristles 
6735B Smoke chamber brush w/lg. ButtonLok  w/ 
 stiff (black) bristles 

F6B 6” Wood core poly brush w/large  

6735B-20 20” diameter Smoke chamber brush w/lg.   
 ButtonLok w/stiff (black) bristles 

A.W.PERKINS DUCT CLEANING 
BRUSHES W/LARGE BUTTONLOK  

ITEM NO. SIZE  DESCRIPTION 

50N16B  16”  Heavy duty duct brush .050” nylon bristle
50N24B  24”  Heavy duty duct brush .050” nylon bristle

32N12B  12”  Heavy duty duct brush .032” nylon bristle 

Floppy nylon bristle duct cleaning brushes for the large 
ButtonLok power sweep system.  Oversize the brush 2” 
to 6” from pipe size for gentle cleaning with large But-
tonLok power sweeping rods or push/pull with Button-
Lok fiberglass or poly rods. 4” fill height.  Available with 
3/8 PT as well, see page xx. 

32N12B on 8755 rod

IN USE



Our new chisel is designed to run 
the inside wall of a masonry chim-
ney taking off “clinkers” and “snots” 
left from initial construction. Dou-
ble ButtonLok to match 7530D or 
7540D rods.

A.W. PERKINS ROD CADDYS & COVERS

Nylon bag is heavy duty and holds up to 
25 dryer vent or 15 chimney rods.  Double 
bottom design with padding in the 57” version 
for extra strength.  A.W. Perkins logo.  We also 
have the whip cover or hood that covers the 
Medusa strands so you don’t accidentally soil 
the customers furniture or walls with your 
dirty whip head. Vent Vision versions import-
ed.  Balance are made in USA.
ITEM   SIZE DESCRIPTION 
NO.
7603 6” wide x 33” Ballistic nylon caddy, short
7605 6” wide x 57” Ballistic nylon caddy, long
7615 6” wide x 47” Zip Up caddy, 47” tall
7621 5” wide Whip cover/hood, 12” tall
7613 4” dia. x 40” Pellet/dryer vent brush only
7703 5” round Vent Vision open caddy, 33” 
7713 5” round Stand Up VV caddy x 33” high
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A.W. PERKINS LARGE BUTTONLOK 
CHIMNEY SCRAPERS

P1755B     5” Fixed scraper  w/large B/L connection  
P1764B     4” Hinged scraper  w/large B/L connection   
P1766B     6” Hinged scraper  w/large B/L connection  

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

Hinged and fixed scrapers for the ButtonLok system.  The 
hinged models are in the up position when lowered down 
chimney and flips down when pulled up against objects.

A.W. PERKINS LARGE BUTTONLOK 
TOOLS (ASSORTED) 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
P1720B  Harpoon w/large ButtonLok connection 
P1726B  Wedge, 1.5” wide face x 8” long w/Double ButtonLok II
P1730B  Double worm screw nest remover w/large B/L  
P1740B  Boring tool w/large B/L connection 
P1745B  Retrieving tool w/large B/L connection 

Assorted tools for hand work in chimney construction/
demolition using large ButtonLok fittings.  Also available 
with brass UJ fittings (see page ).  Made UK.

7605 w/7621 
cover in place

7703 Caddy close up - holds 
dryer or chimney rods

7713 Stand up 
caddy

7615 Zip-up caddy



NEW!  HIGHEST QUALITY P100 AND OV/P100 RESPIRATORS
Respirators with or without goggles with complete dust protection for 
chimney and dryer vent professionals!
Personal protection of the highest qualtiy, made in the United Kingdom.  Extremely light 
weight design with low profile pleated filter.  Excellent visibility and easy breathe exhalation 
valve.  Goggle version has separated nose/mouth breathing section plus vent holes to limit 
fogging of lens interior.  Lens protectors available as is a hard protective case.  Wide face seal 
of special rubber that seals well without irritation.  OV filter is activated carbon and P100 filter 
provides HEPA filtration of 99.9% down to 0.3 micron particle size.  Two sizes to fit almost 
everyone.  Call for fit advice.

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
SPR656 Sm/Med OV/P100 Mask Respirator, nose/mouth only, weighs under 6 oz. 
SPR657 Med/Lg OV/P100 Mask Respirator, nose/mouth only, weighs under 6 oz.
SPR658 One Size OV/P100 Filter Replacement, pair
SPR659 Sm/Med OV/P100 Mask Respirator, w/eye protecting goggles
SPR660 Med/Lg OV/P100 Mask Respirator, w/eye protecting goggles
SPR451 Sm/Med P100 Mask Respirator, nose/mouth only, weighs under 5 oz. 
SPR457 Med/Lg P100 Mask Respirator, nose/mouth only, weighs under 5 oz.
SPR549 Sm/Med P100 Mask Respirator, w/eye protecting goggles
SPR550 Med/Lg P100 Mask Respirator, w/eye protecting goggles
SPR321 One Size P100 Filter Replacement, pair 
SPM001 Small Case for P100 mouth/nose only versions SPR451/457
SPM007 Large Case for google versions SPR549/550 and SPR659/660
SPM008   Case for OV/P100 mouth/nose only version SPR656/657
SPM520 One Size Lens Protector Sheets for SPR549/550 (10 each)
SPM639 One Size Eyeglass Rx Inserts, fits both SPR549 and SPR550, will need your Rx

P100 Filter

Lens Protector

Case

Prescription insert

Organic vapor/
P100 #SPR656/657P100 only 

#SPR549/550
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A.W. PERKINS “ROVAC” AIR 
PURIFYING RESPIRATOR 
SYSTEM - “PAPR”

Complete respirator system (# 9801A) as pictured.  Contains 
combination HEPA/organic vapor filter, headgear (bonnet w/
yoke, face seal and clear lens), Li-ion rechargeable battery, 
battery charger, air pump w/belted carrying case, air flow 
tester and covered breathing tube. NOTE: OSHA minimum 
air flow is 6 CFM, the red line on the tester.  A dirty filter will 
reduce air flow, check w/tester often!
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
9801A Complete respirator system as pictured.  
9821 Replacement HEPA/organic vapor filter 
9822  Replacement headgear-bonnet w/face seal
 and clear lens
9823 Replacement battery  
9824 Battery charger 
9825 Covered breathing replacement tube
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800-698-7412

36 Curtis Ave.
Rutland, VT  05701

TOOLS 

A.W.PERKINS TRADITIONAL 
CHIMNEY SWEEP RODS AND  

A.W. Perkins offers a complete line of traditional threaded rods and brushes 
for all of your chimney sweeping needs. We offer traditional 3/8” PT fittings 
as well as Universal brass fittings (“UJ”) for the professional sweep along with 
RoKleen Style tile breakers and chain whips.  Our lightest rods and brushes 
with 1/4” PT fittings for the “DIY” homeowner are in catalog Sect. 1. 

3 



A.W.PERKINS TRADITIONAL CHIMNEY SWEEP RODS AND TOOLS 

A.W. PERKINS “HD” METAL WIRE 
BRUSHES W/3/8” PT MALE
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A.W. PERKINS FIBERGLASS RODS W/ 
3/8” PIPE THREAD CONNECTORS 

ITEM  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
NO.
16048 .440” x 48” Black HD fiberglass rod w/3/8” NPT
16060 .440” x 60” Black HD fiberglass rod w/3/8” NPT
16072 .440” x 72” Black HD fiberglass rod w/3/8” NPT
17032 .480” x 32” Yellow extra HD fiberglass rod w/3/8” NPT
17072 .480” x 72” Yellow extra HD fiberglass rod w/3/8” NPT

ITEM  SIZE CONSTRUCTION
NO. 
ROUND SIZES
H5 5” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H6 6” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H7 7” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H8 8” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H9 9” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H10 10” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H11 11” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H12 12” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H14 14” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral

SQUARE SIZES
H66 6” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H77 7” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H88 8” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H99 9” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H1010 10” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H1111 11” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H1212 12” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H1414 14” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H1616 16” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral

RECTANGULAR SIZES
H610 6”x10” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H711 7”x11” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H812 8”x12” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H913 9”x13” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H1014 10”x14” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H1115 11”x15” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H1216 12”x16” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H57595 9”x5.75” Special Bowed Rectangle DS/DS

These traditional Heavy Duty fiberglass rods come with 
3/8” PT (pipe thread) connectors. Used for traditional 
chimney sweeping with our H and HF series metal brush-
es and our 75P and 50P series poly brushes.  The yellow 
rods are not flexible, the black can handle small offsets. 
ButtonLok versions on p. 43.  USA Made.

Traditional heavy duty round, square or rectangular 
chimney brushes with round metal wire bristles and 
3/8” PT (Pipe Thread) connector. 7” fill height.  The 
finest chimney brushes, made in the USA.  Custom 
brushes are available.  ButtonLok versions on p. 44.

QUICK CONNECTS 
FOR 3/8” NPT RODS 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION. PICTURED LEFT TO RIGHT, QS, QF, QM

QM Male plug with 3/8” NPT male 

QS Socket with 3/8” NPT female 
QF Male plug with 3/8” NPT female 

Use these connectors to turn your 3/8” (PT) pipe thread 
rods into quick connect rods for push/pull brushing only.  
Does not make fiberglass rods into power sweeping rods!

Traditional heavy duty oval chimney brushes with 
round metal wire bristles and 3/8” PT (pipe thread) con-
nector.  Poly bristle versions below right and ButtonLok 
on p. 33.

HO425135  4 1/4” x 13 1/2” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral

HO4257  4 1/4” X 7” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral 
HO42510  4 1/4” x 10” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral

ITEM NO.  SIZE CONSTRUCTION  

HO45105  4 1/2” x 10 1/2” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral

A.W. PERKINS “HD” OVAL METAL 
WIRE BRUSHES w/3/8” PT MALE

HO462514  4 5/8” x 14” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral
H57595 9”x5.75” Special Bowed Rectangle DS/DS



A.W. PERKINS P50 SERIES “POLYPRO 
LITE” BRUSH w/3/8” PT CONNECTOR
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A.W. PERKINS GALVANIZED FLAT 
METAL WIRE BRUSHES w/3/8” PT 
Traditional heavy duty chimney brushes with flat 
metal wire bristles and 3/8” PT (pipe thread) male 
connector.  Use with our 3/8 PT rods to “push/
pull” and the aggressive bristles chip away at 
creosote each time the brush “reverses” within 
the flue.  Use only on clay tile lined chimneys.  
ButtonLok, p.xx.  Made in the USA.
ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION  
HF6 6” Round Heavy duty construction
HF8 8” Round Heavy duty construction
HF66 6”x6” Square Heavy duty construction
HF77 7”x7” Square Heavy duty construction
HF88 8”x8” Square Heavy duty construction
HF1212 12”x12” Sq. Heavy duty construction
HF711 7”x11” Rect. Heavy duty construction
HF812 8”x12” Rect. Heavy duty construction
HF1216 12”x16” Rect. Heavy duty construction

Lightweight Polypropylene bristles, .050” nominally, make a 
great brush for sweeping lighter debris and they are flexible 
enough to fit through a damper when bottom up sweeping.  
Round and square shapes available, 6 to 7” fill height w/3/8NPT 
male end.  ButtonLok versions are on page xx.  US Made.
ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
50P5 5” Round PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male end
50P6 6” Round PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male end
50P7 7” Round PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male end
50P8 8” Round PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male end
50P9 9” Round PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male end

A.W. PERKINS P50 SERIES “POLYPRO 
LITE” “SQUASHED” SIZES w/3/8” PT

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
“Ovalized”
50PO6 6” Rd. now 4.5” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
50PO7 7” Rd. now 5.5” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
50PO8 8” Rd. now 6” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
“Rectangularized”
50PR10 7” x 11.12” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
50PR75 5” x 9.06” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
50PR8 5.5” x 9.43” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
50PR9 6.5” x 10.06” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
“Squarized”
50PS10 9” x 9” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
50PS11 9.75” x 9.75” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male
50PS12 10.5” x 10.5” PolyPro Lite brush w/3/8” PT Male

Same as above but custom shaped for common liner sizes that 
are made by ovalizing, squarizing or rectangularizing at the fac-
tory.  Fit may vary by manufaturer.  0.50” poly bristles trim with 
scissors if needed to better fit.  Sweeps sell these to homeown-
ers who want to DIY sweep so it fits perfectly. For ButtonLok use 
#2238 adapter. Pictured below, right.  Made in the USA.A.W. PERKINS “POLYPRO” BRUSHES 

W/ 3/8” PT, PICTURED RIGHT

75P5 5” Round  HD polypropylene brush, black  
75P55 5.5” Round HD polypropylene brush, black
75P6 6” Round  HD polypropylene brush, black  
75P7 7” Round HD polypropylene brush, black
75P8 8” Round HD polypropylene brush, black
75P9 9” Round HD polypropylene brush, black
75P10 10” Round HD polypropylene brush, black
75P12 12” Round HD polypropylene brush, black
75P88 8”x8” Square HD polypropylene brush, black
75P711 7”x11” Rect. HD polypropylene brush, black
75P812 8”x12” Rect. HD polypropylene brush, black

Heavy duty round, square and rectangular chimney 
brushes with round .075” thick polypropylene bristles 
with 3/8” PT (pipe thread) connector.  7” fill height, will 
not go around bends but rugged bristles are strong 
scrubbers on straight chimneys.  ButtonLok versions 
are available. Made in the USA.
ITEM NO.    SIZE DESCRIPTION 



Which Brush to choose for “push/
pull” sweeping?
Lightweight Liners - 32N12, 50N16 and 
50N24 duct brushes below are very soft and 
appropriate for light liners.  Or choose the 
blue “Woodstock” brushes (on next page).
Heavier Liners - Smooth wall or heavywall 
liners the 50P series is ideal if debris is loose 
and soft.  The 75P series below is stiffer for 
flaky “Stage 2” type of creosote.
Factory Built Fireplace Flue- Use a 50P se-
ries on prior page or the Woodstock brush-
es (next page).  
Masonry Flues - A 75P series or a wire 
brush is most appropriate.  See prior pg.

2238       2239       2240

A.W.PERKINS TRADITIONAL CHIMNEY SWEEP RODS AND TOOLS 
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A.W. PERKINS ADAPTERS & DUCT BRUSHES 
ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION  
14R 1/4” PT  1/4” pipe thread pull ring 
38R 3/8” PT 3/8” pipe thread pull ring 
14R38 1/4” PT to 3/8” PT 1/4” to 3/8” pipe thread adapter 
2238 3/8” PT/ButtonL Brush Adapter, 3/8”PT Female/Lg. ButtonLok Fem.
2239 3/8” PT/ButtonL Rod End Adapter, 3/8”PT Male/Lg. ButtonLok Fem.
2240 3/8” PT/ButtonL Rod End Adapter, 3/8”PT Fem./Lg. ButtonLok Male
32N12  12” Round (left) Duct cleaning brushes with floppy .032” nylon   
   bristles. 3/8” PT 
50N16 16” Round (right) Duct cleaning brushes with floppy .050” nylon   
   bristles. 3/8” PT 
50N24 24” Round Duct cleaning brushes with floppy .050” nylon   
   bristles. 3/8” PT (not pictured)

32N12 50N16

14R38

14R

38R

USA MADE!

DUCT BRUSHES - VERY SOFT

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
OSR10 1’ Woodstock universal thread brush, plastic core
OSR25 2.5’ Woodstock universal thread brush, plastic core
OSR50 5’ Woodstock universal thread brush, plastic core
TB44 4”x4” Standard Duty Steel Plate
TB46 4”x6” Rectanglar Standard Duty Steel Plate
TB44H Dbl. 4x4 Heavy Duty Double Version with 8 points
41642 one sz. Welding fitting to make your own tools
CW16 to 12x12 Chain Whip with quick link for easy change
PALM one sz. The Palmer button pressing aid, adjusts to fit

A.W. PERKINS ROKLEEN STYLE TILE 
BREAKERS, RODS AND CHAIN WHIP
Traditional tile breakers and 1/4” steel rods with the small 
round RoKleen style button.  Our NEW Palmer Tool leaves both 
hands free to work while allowing easier button pressing.  Our 
chain whip will work up to 12”x12” chimneys.  Our breakers are 
made of tough steel plates 1/2” thick.   All USA made. 



2210
P1780         P1770 ADVA1

227

226
AWP805LH

AWP728
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Legacy English chimney sweep tools used for centuries. 
Brass fitted tools and rods. (Universal brass thread fittings).  
Lockfast is special order.  All British made as always. 

A.W. PERKINS LEGACY CHIMNEY SWEEP 
RODS & TOOLS, UNIVERSAL “UJ” THREAD 

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
P343 3/4” x 3’ Black poly rod w/universal thread fittings
P785 7/8” x 5’ Black poly rod w/universal thread fittings
P786 7/8” x 6’  Black poly rod w/universal thread fittings
P343L  3/4” x 3’ Black poly rod w/Lockfast thread fittings
P785L  7/8” x 5’  Black poly rod w/Lockfast thread fittings

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
P1720  Harpoon w/universal brass fittings
P1726B  Chisel, ButtonLok only, see PterodacTILE tool, page 26
P1730  Double worm screw nest remover w/univ. fitting
P1740  Boring tool w/universal brass fitting 
P1745  Retrieving tool w/universal brass fitting 
P1755  5” fixed scraper w/universal brass fitting 
P1764  4” hinged scraper w/universal brass fitting 
P1766  6” hinged scraper w/universal brass fitting

These adapters can be used to adapt the universal thread line 
of products with the 3/8” PT (pipe thread) and Lockfast sys-
tems.  In addition our ButtonLok to universal (UJ) adapters are 
shown. Brass parts UK made, balance are from the USA.

A.W. PERKINS ADAPTERS 

ITEM NO.  DESCRIPTION 
P1770  Female universal thread/female 3/8” NPT 
P1770L Female Lockfast/female 3/8” NPT (not pictured)
P1780  Male universal thread/female 3/8” NPT
P1795L  Male universal thread/female Lockfast (not pictured)
2210 Universal Male/ButtonLok F brush adapter
2211 Universal Female/ButtonLok M rod adapter
ADVA1 Universal Male/M10 Male Viper Adapter

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
P36 6”  Woodstock universal thread brush, plastic core
P38 8” Woodstock universal thread brush, plastic core
P312 12” Woodstock universal thread brush, plastic core
P316 16” Woodstock universal thread brush, plastic core

2211

A.W. PERKINS LEGACY CHIMNEY SWEEP 
BRUSHES, UNIVERSAL “UJ” THREAD

Legacy English chimney sweep brushes used for centuries.  
They have the “UJ” Universal brass thread fittings.  Great 
for push pull cleaning from the top or bottom.  Fits past the 
damper frame for easy use from the bottom.  Now with a 
plastic core instead of the traditional wood.  All British made 
as always. 

Rugged wire scrubbing brush for smoke chambers and 
fireboxes of masonry fireplaces.  Use 1/4 to 3/8 adapter, 
prior page, if using with 3/8” PT Rods.  The soft natural 
bristle wood handled brush is useful for clearing smoke 
shelves.    The plastic handle version is stiffer.  USA Made.
ITEM NO.  DESCRIPTION 
226 Wood Handle Smoke Chamber Brush, 26” overall
227  U-Brush, 1/4” NPT
AWP805LH Plastic Handle Smoke Shelf Brush, 20” overall
AWP728 Wood Handle Counter Duster Brush, very soft

A.W. PERKINS HAND BRUSHES



Drill Adapter, #DA1.  TWIN FLAT™ surfaces drive the TPOWR™ Sweep 
Drill Adapter.  3/8” shank. No button is needed, saving effort when 
adding and taking off rods.  All cleaning completed from the bottom, 
its much safer and easier!

TWIN FLAT™ Locking Rods, #R1

30’ Kit Shown, #RK30, rods, drill pc,
12” and 24” strands included.
Stow bag incl. w/RK24 and RK30

Whip Brush/First Rod, #WR1.  The whip brush 
is integrated in the first rod.  The patented 
head has Anti-Snag action in both directions 
to prevent almost all hang ups while pushing 
up or coming back down the flue.  Rugged alu-
minum end, the other end is a TWIN FLAT™ fe-
male. No tool needed to change the included 
12” and 24” strands to fit 5” to 16”x16” flues.

Available Systems

800-698-7412
sales@awperkins.com
www.rodtechusa.com

Introducing the TPOWR™ Rotary Chimney Sweeping System.
Use with your cordless drill to clean wood burning fireplace and stove chimneys in record time!
Removes flaky creosote, fly ash and debris with special “shark tooth” cutting whip line material.
TWIN FLAT™ 3’ long locking rods, whip brush and drill adapter made entirely in the U.S.A.
Exclusive, patented “anti-snag” rod end shapes essentially eliminate “hang ups” that affect simple chimney rods.
Two lengths of whip brush material included.  Perfect for chimney interior dimensions of 5” round to 16” x 16”.  
TPOWR™ Sweep Kit Components

 New Item 
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TWIN FLAT™ 
Drill Adapter
 #DA1

Item # Description    
RK15 15’ Kit, instructions in a shipper 
RK24 24’ Kit, instructions in carry bag 
RK30 30’ Kit, instructions in carry bag 
R1 3’ Rod Extension, 7/16” dia.  
WR1 Brush/First Rod, 3’ long   
DA1 TWIN FLAT Drill Adapter  
41246-3 24” strands for whip brush, 3 pcs 
41299-312” strands for whip brush, 3 pcs 
RB1 Rod Bag, 33” long w/pocket, logo 





LARGE BUTTONLOK 

A.W.PERKINS TRADITIONAL  
RODS AND BRUSHES W/ 

Along with the traditional pipe thread rods and tools, A.W. Perkins also offers 
a complete line of traditional sweep products featuring the quick connect 
ButtonLok™ fittings. This series of products features fiberglass rods along 
with traditional brushes. There are also adapters to convert your regular 
rods to ButtonLok. These adapters can be found in the power sweep section 
of this catalog. The fiberglass rods are not as flexible as the nylon power 
sweeping rods and therefore can’t be spun on a drill.  Also, these rods will 
shred if spun. Once you are set up with the ButtonLok system, it will take you 
less time and effort to complete the job.  Just clip and unclip the rods as you 
go.   Bristle types available are round wire, aggressive flat wire, nylon and two 
sizes of poly bristles.

4 



A.W.PERKINS TRADITIONAL RODS AND BRUSHES WITH LARGE BUTTONLOK 
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A.W.PERKINS FIBERGLASS RODS W/
LARGE BUTTONLOK CONNECTORS 

444B 48” x .440” dia. HD fiberglass rods with large B/L 
445B 60” x .440” dia. HD fiberglass rods with large B/L 
446B 72” x .440” dia. HD fiberglass rods with large B/L 
483B 32” x .480” dia HD fiberglass rods with large B/L
486B 72” x .480” dia. HD fiberglass rods with large B/L

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 

ITEM SIZE CONSTRUCTION
NO. 
ROUND SIZES
H5B 5” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H6B 6” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H7B 7” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H8B 8” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H9B 9” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H10B 10” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H11B 11” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H12B 12” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H14B 14” Rd. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok

SQUARE SIZES
H66B 6” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H77B 7” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H88B 8” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H99B 9” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H1010B 10” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H1111B 11” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H1212B 12” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H1414B 14” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H1616B 16” Sq. Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok

RECTANGULAR SIZES
H610B 6”x10” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H711B 7”x11” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H812B 8”x12” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H913B 9”x13” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H1014B 10”x14” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H1115B 11”x15” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok
H1216B 12”x16” Strong Double Stem/Double Spiral w/lg. ButtonLok

A.W. PERKINS GALVANIZED FLAT 
WIRE BRUSHES w/BUTTONLOK
Traditional heavy duty chimney brushes with flat metal wire bristles and ButtonLok female connector.  Use 
with our fiberglass rods to “push/pull” and the aggressive bristles chip away at creosote each time the brush 
“reverses” within the flue.  Use only on clay tile lined chimneys.  USA Made.
ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION  
HF6B 6” Round Heavy duty construction
HF8B 8” Round Heavy duty construction
HF77B 7”x7” Square Heavy duty construction
HF88B 8”x8” Square Heavy duty construction

These traditional fiberglass rods have the large 
ButtonLok connectors for quick, easy use. Used 
for traditional push/pull chimney sweeping. 
Heavy duty, yellow are very stiff! Fiberglass rods 
should not be spun or used for power sweeping.

Heavy duty round, square and rectangular chimney 
brushes with round metal wire bristles and large 
ButtonLok quick connect adapters. The finest brushes 
made in the U.S.A.  Spray with oil to prevent rusting of 
the specially tempered steel bristles.

A.W.PERKINS HD CHIMNEY BRUSHES w/
LARGE BUTTONLOK CONNECTORS 

HF1212B 12”x12” Sq. Heavy duty construction
HF711B 7”x11” Rect. Heavy duty construction
HF812B 8”x12” Rect. Heavy duty construction
HF1216B 12”x16” Rect. Heavy duty construction

ITEM NO. SIZE DESCRIPTION  



Traditional heavy duty oval chimney brushes with 
round metal wire bristles and our ButtonLok connector.  
Poly bristle versions on p. xx and 3/8 PT versions on p. 
yy.

HO425135B  4 1/4” x 13 1/2” Double Stem/Double Spiral

HO4257B  4 1/4” X 7” Double Stem/Double Spiral 
HO42510B  4 1/4” x 10” Double Stem/Double Spiral

ITEM NO.  SIZE CONSTRUCTION  

HO45105B  4 1/2” x 10 1/2” Double Stem/Double Spiral

A.W. PERKINS “HD” OVAL SHAPE 
WIRE BRUSHES w/BUTTONLOK 
FEMALE

HO462514B  4 5/8” x 14” Double Stem/Double Spiral
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Heavy duty round, square and rectangular chimney 
brushes with rounded .075” thick polypropylene bris-
tles and large ButtonLok quick connect adapters.  Quite 
agressive on flaky soot and creosote found in Class A 
chimneys and flue tile.  Not for lightweight s/s liner.

A.W. PERKINS POLY BRUSHES W/
LARGE BUTTONLOK FEMALE 

75P5B  5” Round HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector  
75P6B 6” Round HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector  
75P7B 7” Round HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector  
75P8B 8” Round HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector
75P9B 9” Round HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector  
75P10B 10” Round HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector  
75P88B 8”x8” Sq. HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector  
75P711B 7”x11” Rect. HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector  
75P812B 8”x12” Rect. HD polypropylene brushes
  w/large B/L Connector  

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 

Poly Pro Light series, round and square chimney brushes, with rounded .050” polypropylene bristles and large 
ButtonLok quick connect adapters. Thinner less aggressive bristles are easier to reverse.  Not flexible enough for 
spinning however.  Can be forced through most damper frames for bottom up cleaning.

50P8B 8” Round “Poly Pro Lite” brushes with  

50P5B 5” Round “Poly Pro Lite” brushes with  

50P12B 12” Round  Poly Pro Lite” brushes with  50P7B 7” Round “Poly Pro Lite” brushes with  

50P9B 9” Round     Poly Pro Lite” brushes with  

50P88B 8” x 8”  

50P6B 6” Round “Poly Pro Lite” brushes with  

ITEM  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
NO.

50P10B 10” Round  Poly Pro Lite” brushes with  

Square 

large B/L connector 

large B/L connector 

large B/L connector 

      Poly Pro Lite” brushes with     
      large B/L connector 

large B/L connector 

large B/L connector 

large B/L connector 

large B/L connector 

A.W. PERKINS POLYPRO LITE BRUSHES 
W/LARGE BUTTONLOK FEMALE 

ITEM  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
NO.



Drill Adapter, #DA1.  TWIN FLAT™ surfaces drive the TPOWR™ Sweep 
Drill Adapter.  3/8” shank. No button is needed, saving effort when 
adding and taking off rods.  All cleaning completed from the bottom, 
its much safer and easier!

TWIN FLAT™ Locking Rods, #R1

30’ Kit Shown, #RK30, rods, drill pc,
12” and 24” strands included.
Stow bag incl. w/RK24 and RK30

Whip Brush/First Rod, #WR1.  The whip brush 
is integrated in the first rod.  The patented 
head has Anti-Snag action in both directions 
to prevent almost all hang ups while pushing 
up or coming back down the flue.  Rugged alu-
minum end, the other end is a TWIN FLAT™ fe-
male. No tool needed to change the included 
12” and 24” strands to fit 5” to 16”x16” flues.

Available Systems

800-698-7412
sales@awperkins.com
www.rodtechusa.com

Introducing the TPOWR™ Rotary Chimney Sweeping System.
Use with your cordless drill to clean wood burning fireplace and stove chimneys in record time!
Removes flaky creosote, fly ash and debris with special “shark tooth” cutting whip line material.
TWIN FLAT™ 3’ long locking rods, whip brush and drill adapter made entirely in the U.S.A.
Exclusive, patented “anti-snag” rod end shapes essentially eliminate “hang ups” that affect simple chimney rods.
Two lengths of whip brush material included.  Perfect for chimney interior dimensions of 5” round to 16” x 16”.  
TPOWR™ Sweep Kit Components

 New Item 
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TWIN FLAT™ 
Drill Adapter
 #DA1

Item # Description    
RK15 15’ Kit, instructions in a shipper 
RK24 24’ Kit, instructions in carry bag 
RK30 30’ Kit, instructions in carry bag 
R1 3’ Rod Extension, 7/16” dia.  
WR1 Brush/First Rod, 3’ long   
DA1 TWIN FLAT Drill Adapter  
41246-3 24” strands for whip brush, 3 pcs 
41299-312” strands for whip brush, 3 pcs 
RB1 Rod Bag, 33” long w/pocket, logo 





Now includes!

A.W.PERKINS COMPANY
SMALL BUTTONLOK DRYER VENT 
SYSTEM AND ACCESSORIES
Above is our “DVK” ButtonLok rotary dryer vent cleaning system. Rods that easily 
clip together and that can be spun in either direction using a drill adapter and 
our specially designed “Y” Adapter. This system will allow you to clean the dry-
er vent from inside the home no matter the weather outside. The “Y” adapter 
allows you to attach your vacuum directly to the dryer vent run to eliminate any 
lint or debris from escaping into the premises. 

WHY CLEAN DRYER VENTS?
1) Lint build-up creates an extreme fire hazard. 
2) Blocked vents cause the dryer to work harder which shortens the life of the 
appliance.
3) Cleaning a blocked or restricted vent system reduces drying time which in-
creases the efficiency of the dryer and saves money. 

*NOTE: May also be used, with addition of a 3” brush, as a pellet vent cleaning 
system. 

5 
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A.W.PERKINS ROVAC BUTTONLOK DRYER VENT SYSTEM 
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This 36 foot professional grade rotary brush kit, (#5186 
pictured), is designed for both residential and commer-
cial use. It includes a std. drill adapter, EZ Driver adapt-
er, and a 4” brush on a 10” flexible spring extension 
to facilitate with the bends in your dryer or pellet vent 
run. This kit can be used for both dryer or pellet vents. 
Closable caddy carrying case included. Small ButtonLok 
connectors. Other kits available listed below. 

A.W. PERKINS SMALL BUTTONLOK 
DRYER VENT/PELLET VENT KITS 

5186

5186C

5185

5184

ITEM NO.  DESCRIPTION 

25’ Kit same as #5186 but only 8 x 5/16” rods. (25 ft) 

12’ Pellet vent kit with one each 3” and 4” brushes 
on 10” spring leaders, drill adapter and a closable 
caddy carrying case. (12 ft) 

35’ Commercial Kit. Same as #5186 but all 12 rods 
are 3/8” diameter.

35’ Comm./Residential small B/L brush kit includes 6 
ea. of 5/16” & 3/8” rods (3 foot rods), a 2 foot starter 
rod, EZ Driver and regular drill adapter, 4” brush on 
a 10” spring leader.  All in a closable caddy carrying 
case. (39 ft total reach) 

A.W. Perkins white nylon rods 5/16” and 3/8”. These rods can 
be bought individually to add length to the kits or as replace-
ment rods as needed. You can also build your own kits in 
conjunction with components on the following pages.  

3803 3/8” x 3’ White nylon small ButtonLok dryer vent/pellet 
 vent rod.  Standard length, most ergonomic length.

5164 5/16” x 4’ White nylon small ButtonLok dryer vent/pellet
 vent rod.

3805 3/8” x 5’ White nylon small ButtonLok dryer vent/pellet
 vent rod.

5162    5/16” X 2’ White nylon small ButtonLok dryer vent/pellet
  vent rod.  Short rod to hold spring leader brush in case.

5163 5/16” x 3’ White nylon small ButtonLok dryer vent/pellet
 vent rod.  Standard length, most ergonomic length.

3804 3/8” x 4’ White nylon small ButtonLok dryer vent/pellet 
 vent rod.

ITEM NO.     SIZE/DESCRIPTION 

3806 3/8” x6’ White nylon small ButtonLok dryer vent/pellet
 vent rod.

3802 3/8” 2’ White nylon small ButtonLok dryer vent/pellet
 vent rod.  Short rod to hold spring leader brush in case.

A.W. PERKINS SMALL BUTTONLOK 
NYLON RODS

Q: Why Choose ButtonLok’s?   A: Tech Advantage#1!
Our ButtonLok rods feature an exclusive, patent pending, 
Snag Less angle on the fittings shown left.  While pulling 
back while spinning in a vent one can become “snagged” 
on metal edges of elbows for example.  The special shape 
causes our rods to “jump” over the obstruction reducing 
vent damage and time spent on the job.  Fully compatible 
with older ButtonLok’s.  One of many advantages incorpo-
rated in our products over the years without fanfare.  We 
appreciate your support and promise to continue to deliver 
improvements like these that cost effectively improve your 
productivity. USA Made!



A.W. PERKINS 10” SPRING LEADER FULL

Traditional twisted wire center brush with white ball tip 
to better navigate offsets and 90’s.  Poly filaments are 
evenly spaced around the brush, which has a short 1.5” 
high “body”.  More aggressive than the propeller brushes.

FILAMENT BRUSHES W/SMALL B/L 

ITEM NO.  SIZE/DESCRIPTION 
5713 3” diameter brush w/10” spring leader and female 
 Small ButtonLok connector. 
5714 4” diameter brush w/10” spring leader and female
 ButtonLok connector (std brush in our 5185/5186 kits)
5715 5” diameter brush w/10” spring leader and female
 Small ButtonLok connector.  
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Nylon dryer/pellet vent brushes with small ButtonLok con-
nectors. Less aggresive than “Full Filament” Brushes.  Our 
assortment of propeller brushes (single) or mounted on a 
10” spring leader protected by our new poly sleeve cover. 

A.W. PERKINS PROPELLER DRYER 
VENT BRUSHES W/SMALL B/L 

**New sleeve

ITEM NO. SIZE/DESCRIPTION 
NO SPRING, Brush only.  Often used with #5169 spring lead
3403 3” diameter nylon propeller brush w/small ButtonLok
3404 4” diameter nylon propeller brush w/small ButtonLok
3405 5” diameter nylon propeller brush w/small ButtonLok
3406 6” diameter nylon propeller brush w/small ButtonLok
SPRING LEADER 10” spring covered in poly sleeve 
3413V 3” dia. w/spring nylon propeller brush w/small ButtonLok
3414V 4” dia. w/spring nylon propeller brush w/small ButtonLok
3415V 5” dia. w/spring nylon propeller brush w/small ButtonLok
3416V 6” dia. w/spring nylon propeller brush w/small ButtonLok

Q: Why Choose ButtonLok’s?   A: Tech Advantage#2!
Our ButtonLok rods feature an exclusive, patent pending, 
female connector chamfer on the fittings shown left.  This 
chamfer angle depresses the male button for you making 
your work go faster.  Fully compatible with older Button-
Lok’s.  One of many advantages incorporated in our prod-
ucts over the years without fanfare.  We appreciate your 
support and promise to continue to deliver improvements 
like these that cost effectively improve your productivity.  
And made by us in the USA!

A.W. PERKINS 10” SPRING LEADER

Our multi-purpose spring leader gives flexibility to brush-
es or accessories to ease use through elbows and offsets.
Traditional twisted wire center brush with white ball tip 
available in three sizes.  Poly filaments are evenly spaced 
around the brush, which has a short 1.5” high “body”.  
More aggressive than the propeller brushes.  Less ma-
neuverable than the 5713-5715 above.

AND FULL FILAMENT BRUSHES

5169 10” Spring Leader w/ButtonLok male and female ends
5169V 10” Spring Leader w/rubber cover to stay clean
5703 3” diameter brush w/ball tip and kinked poly bristles. 
5704 4” diameter brush w/ball tip and kinked poly bristles. 
5705 5” diameter brush w/ball tip and kinked poly bristles. 

ITEM NO.  SIZE/DESCRIPTION 



Patented
NEW!

A.W.PERKINS ROVAC BUTTONLOK DRYER VENT CLEANING SYSTEM 

“Y” ADAPTER WITH METAL BASE 
AND DAMPER CLAMPS
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To use clip open damper flap or remove louvers from vent 
hood outside.  Connect the lower two connections, one to 
the dryer vent w/hose clamp to secure and the other (3” re-
duced) to your Rovac vacuum’s gray hose.  Turn on vac, you 
are able to introduce your brush right through the slits of 
the upper connection.  The new Vac Vision model lets you 
see the lint passing through so you know the job is done! 
Damper Clips needed to hold flap open as you vacuum.

This “Y” adapter is part of the dryer vent cleaning system.  

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
8521 Dryer vent “Y” adapter with metal base 
8521V Vac Vision “Y” adapter w/clear section
2711 Stainless Damper Clips hold flap open

4” fill height    #4710

These stainless steel small ButtonLok Dryer Vent/Pellet 
Vent brushes have a twisted wire stem and are used for 
more aggressive cleaning. Ultra-fine bristles, ideal for 
pellet vent dust removal. Note: For dryer vent cleaning 
these brushes should only be used on rigid metal vents. 

A.W. PERKINS STAINLESS STEEL VENT 
BRUSHES W/SMALL B/L 

3404SS  4” stainless steel brush with female B/L end 
3403SS 3” stainless steel brush with female  B/L end 
ITEM NO.  SIZE/DESCRIPTION 

Full filament small ButtonLok vent brushes with female con-
nection for cleaning ducts or commercial dryer vents.  Two 
“fill heights” available, see description and pic above. 
ITEM NO. SIZE/DESCRIPTION 
3” Fill height 48xx - less aggressive, easily navigates turns
4806 6” diameter light poly brush w/.030” kinked poly fill.
4808 8” diameter light poly brush w/.030” kinked poly fill.
4812 12” diameter light poly brush w/.030” kinked poly fill.
4818 18” diameter light poly brush w/.030” kinked poly fill.
4” Fill height 47xx - more aggressive, less manueverable 
4710 10” diameter medium poly brush w/.030” kinked poly fill.
4714 14” diameter medium poly brush w/.030” kinked poly fill.

A.W. PERKINS FULL FILAMENT DUCT 
BRUSHES W/SMALL B/L 

No tool needed to 
change strands

A.W. PERKINS EASY CHANGE LINT WHIP 
CLOG BUSTER w/.120” X 12” STRANDS 
New style Missile Whip with 3 strands fits through the small-
est openings down to 7/8”.  Use as a first pass on extremely 
dirty vents or as a clog buster.  The thin tip bores into lint 
plugs and gets air flowing when using the vacuum or blow-
er technique.  .120” diameter strands are quite flexible but 
aggressive enough to scrub hard pipe down to the metal.  
Strands are held in place by the special shape of the holes in 
our patented head design.  2 free refills included. The steel 
version (2730V) is more rugged but heavier than the alumi-
num (2730VA) which “centers up” in vent easier.  Available 16” 
long strands will work in vents up to 12” diameter.  Change 
strands often to maintain cutting edges needed for harder, 
“baked on” lint and other harder debris types.
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
2730V 12” Easy Change Lint Whip, Steel, .120” strand dia.
2730VA 12” Easy Change as above in aluminum
2731V 16” Easy Change Lint Whip, steel, .120” strand dia.
41401 12” x .120” Neon Green Strands, each
41400 16” x .120” Neon Green Strands, each

8521

8521V 2711
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Heavy stainless steel “claw” nest remover w/“C” cutter. 

Noise maker is used to detect breaches in the vent 
run. Makes noise until it reaches a break so the tech 
can accurately locate the disconnection.

Tool retriever. Retrieve brushes/tools stuck in vent run.    
Original on left is left hand winding and softer/more 
maleable.  On the right is our new Vent Vision version.  
Its wound right handed and is for heavier use. 

ITEM NO.: 2715   DRILL ADAPTER
Drill adapter for spinning small ButtonLok rod system.  
See also the new EZ Driver option (shown left).

A.W. PERKINS DRYER/PELLET VENT 
TOOLS W/SMALL BUTTONLOK 

ITEM NO.: 2716   NEST CLAW

ITEM NO.: 2713  AND 2713V RETRIEVAL COILs

ITEM NOS.: 2730   AND    2730W   MISSILE WHIPS
Missile whip (left) with 12” x .155” dia. nylon cord can be 
used instead of regular brushes. Aggressive for harder 
debris (refill #41246).  Multi-strand missile whip with triple 
fill of .095” line.  Great for dryer vents and less aggressive 
than #2730.  Strands are 10” long (refill #42421). 

ITEM NO.: 2716   GUIDE BALL
Use in place of a brush in very dirty vents to navigate to 
outside where a brush can be placed on and pulled back.

ITEM NO.: 2718   NOISE MAKER

A.W. PERKINS 1” ACCESS PLUGS AND 
1” ACCESS GROMMETS
1” Access Plugs and 1” Access Grommets should be on 
hand whenever you encounter roof terminations.  Drill a 
1” hole in the cap and install the access grommet when 
inserting rods or air lines into vent to limit damage to 
your tools.  Use Plug when complete to allow easy access 
for the next cleaning.  Black and silver plugs available.
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
AP 1” diameter black plug, 100/bag 
APS 1” diameter silver plug, 100/bag
AG 1” diameter black grommet

Exclusive: No tool 
strand changeover

A.W. PERKINS SNAG LESS WHIP HEAD/
ROD IN THREE ROD DIAMETERS
This new whip and first rod combination is great for first 
passes on extremely dirty vents.  The smallest 1/4” diam-
eter rod is good for 3” pellet vents (2503WH or 2515WH).  
The shorter 1/4” (2515WH) or 5/16” versions (51615WH 
or 5163WH) are appropriate for 4” dryer vents.  The short 
5/16” x 18” version is quite stiff around 90’s, use 3/8” rods 
behind it.  Use 5/16” rods otherwise as second rod.  The 
large 7/16” rod listed is for chimneys or ducts 6”+.
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
2515WH 1/4” dia. x 18” long Snag Less whip head/first rod
2503WH 1/4” dia. x 36” long Snag Less whip head/first rod
51615WH 5/16” dia. x 18” long Snag Less whip head/first rod
5163WH 5/16” x 36” long Snag Less whip head/first rod
7163WH 7/16” x 36” long Snag Less chimney/duct whip/rod

EZ DRIVER w/SMALL B/L
Speeds up your work 25 to 30% by making the drill end 
go into and back out of the first rod without touching the 
button.  See video for 2715EZ at www.rodtechusa.com.
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
2715EZ Small ButtonLok drill adapter EZ Driver

NEW!  18” long 
superflex version

Rod not 
included



FD1

VH1
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A.W. PERKINS LINT TRAP AND RELATED BRUSHES AND ACCESSORIES

ITEM NO.: 2700 
Long handle lint brush, 2 1/2” dia. x 27” w/wood handle.  
For top mount lint traps and general cleaning.

ITEM NOS.: 2701 (left)               2703 (right) 
Noodle brush, 17” overall length, 2 1/2” dia.
Noodle brush, 27” overall length, 2 1/2” dia.
 

ITEM NO.: 2702 
Short handled tapered lint brush w/plastic handle

ITEM NO’S.: FD1 and VH1
Flex Driver Clamp Tool, works w/Malco flip bit if you 
lose the provided 1/4 and 5/16 magnetic bit.
Vac Accessory, 3/4” hose adapts to vacuum to reach 
inside dryer to safely and gently clean out cabinet and 
under the machine.  With 2 adapters to fit most vacuum 
brands.  Also great for pellet stove cleanout.

ITEM #: 2741 

Adjustable lint brush set w/small ButtonLok fittings. 
Consists of a 16” long rod and 2 brushes. One w/ 
tapered filaments and one w/ straight filaments. 

ITEM NO.: 2704 

ITEM NO.: 2705 

Nylon bristle tapered lint brush w/plastic handle. 30” 
overall length 

2 1/2” diameter noodle brush w/wire loop handle. 
27” overall length. 

ITEM #: 2707 

4” diameter x 6” tall soft bristle brush.  For hand 
working straight sections of 4” vents.  Twisted wire 
stem is quite rigid.  42” overall length.

A.W.PERKINS ROVAC BUTTONLOK DRYER VENT SYSTEM 

The anemometer measures air speed at the back of 
the dryer and outside.  Back of dryer reading is the 
theoretical max that dryer will produce in a 4” pipe.  
The outside reading before and after cleaning should 
be noted. A “zero” flow outside indicates blockage or 
disconnected vent. The Magnehelic measures back 
pressure in the “zero” vent which, if high, indicates a 
blockage. A low reading “zero” vent is a separated pipe.

ANEMOMETER AND MAGNEHELIC 
GAUGE DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS

ITEM NO.  RANGE DESCRIPTION  
5501 0-2”  Magnehelic in hard carry case
5505  Anemometer w/flex cable & carry case

0-2” range
others avail. call
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ITEM NO.: VV1 AND VV1D 
This new to market wireless camera system allows the dryer 
vent professional to internally inspect venting to find screws, 
crushed vents, disconnections, lost brushes, etc.  Perform 
inspections for real estate agents, insurance companies or 
to simply learn what is happening with a problem vent. The 
focus is sharp and does not “pulse” like lesser cameras.
Color camera is mounted on a flexible spring to easily navi-
gate elbows and offsets.  The patent pending shape and six 
white light LED’s provide the perfect orientation and level of 
light for ideal recording.  7” color monitor is supplied with a 
16 GB microSD card that records hours and hours of video 
or still pictures.  Camera and monitor are battery powered 
and provide about 45 to 60 minutes of recording time.  Twin 
antennas provide diversity reception for vents up to 50’.
Optional wristwatch 2” monitor provides crisp video allowing 
safe inspections while on a ladder or roof.  Watch takes up 
to a 32 GB microSD card for separate recording.  Two person 
crews may each monitor the camera at the same time.

NEW! VENT VISION DRYER 
VENT INSPECTION SYSTEM

Unretouched pictures from customers.  One re-vent job pays for the camera!

Case included w/VV1 and VV1D

We build the cameras in our plant from materi-
als sourced worldwide.  Therefore we can repair 
the camera where other companies would 
make you buy another one.  Select connector to 
fit the rods you have, ProSpin, Nikro or Button-
Lok.  Vent Vision logo case (incl. w/VV1 or VV1D) 
safely holds and protects the system.  VV1S 
comes with small waterproof hard case.

Item Description
VV1 Camera, Monitor and Case
VV1S Camera, watch in sm. waterproof case
VV1D Deluxe - VV1 items plus Watch
VV1W Watch alone
VV1C Camera alone
VV1DC Moulded logo case for VV1
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A.W.PERKINS ROVAC® BUTTONLOK DRYER VENT SYSTEM 

NEW! VENT VISION GREEN 
RODS W/BUTTONLOKS
GO GREEN!  All new green co-polymer material is very flexible, 
heat and cold resistant and the latest innovation from A.W. 
Perkins Co.  Separate yourself from the competition! USA made

The rods incorporate our new exclusive features described 
earlier, namely the Snag Less male end that greatly reduces 
hangups coming out of the vent.  These rods also have the new 
chamfered female ends that depress the button for you when 
connecting rods.  Combine with our EZ Driver Drill Adapter for 
maximum productivity. Two rod sizes to match vent needs.

Residential 5/16” rods are very flexible and useful as first rods 
when vents have many elbows.  Also work well on shorter vent 
runs, say under 15’.  Preferred also in colder climates.

Commercial 3/8” rods are stiffer and better for longer vents 
and hotter climates.  Golden ends help you identify them in the 
bag from 5/16” rods which are silver.  Also good size for 6” vent.

Individual Rods
ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
5162G 5/16” x 2’ Green co-polymer rod w/ButtonLok silver
5163G 5/16” x 3’ Green co-polymer rod w/ButtonLok silver
3802G 3/8” x 2’ Green co-polymer rod w/ButtonLok gold
3803G 3/8” x 3’ Green co-polymer rod w/ButtonLok gold

Kits and new imported Vent Vision Caddys
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
5185V  8 5/16x3’ rods, 3414V brush, 2715 drill adapter  
 and new nylon Vent Vision bag (not pictured)
5186V  Deluxe 7 ea 5/16” and 6 3/8” rods, 2715 & 2715EZ  
 drill adapters, 3404 brush, PS4 brush, PS1 spring  
 lead and 2’ 5/16” white rod, 2730VA clog buster  
 whip plus 2713 retrieval tool in new nylon VV bag.
7703 New Nylon Vent Vision Carry Bag, two pockets,  
 interior divider, double bottom, two carry straps.
7713 New Stand Up Caddy, two pockets, interior divider  
 and stands up/folds up instantly.  Rigid liner.

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
PS1 12” long Spring Lead w/ButtonLok ends, 12” long
PS4 4” Dia. Genuine Pro-Spin brush w/ButtonLok
PS6 6” Dia. Genuine Pro-Spin brush w/ButtonLok
PS8 8” Dia. Genuine Pro-Spin brush w/ButtonLok
PS10 10” Dia. Genuine Pro-Spin brush w/ButtonLok
PS12 12” Dia. Genuine Pro-Spin brush w/ButtonLok
PS18 18” Dia. Genuine Pro-Spin brush w/ButtonLok
PS24 24” Dia. Genuine Pro-Spin brush w/ButtonLok

NEW! GENUINE PRO-SPIN LEADER 
AND BRUSHES W/BUTTONLOKS
Pro-Spin brushes have a 20 year history of unsurpassed perfor-
mance in dryer vent cleaning.  We have offered for many years 
a Pro-Spin Adapter which would convert a Pro-Spin Brush to fit 
ButtonLok Rods.  Now A.W. Perkins and Pro-Spin have come 
together to offer the real Pro-Spin brush with a built in Button-
Lok making the brush more maneuverable than with the extra 
height an adapter requires.  Brush is the best on the market 
for getting dryer vents perfectly clean and they last a long time.  
Its oversized by 1/2” to really work well on 4”, 6” and 8” vents.  
Larger sizes for chimneys @ 10”, 12” up to 24” available.

5186V kit

Effective sweep action!

7713 Stand-
up Caddy

A 1/2” oversized for....

5/16

Patented Anti- 
Snag feature

3/8
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NEW!  ANIMAL EXCLUSION & DRYER VENT ADD ON ITEMS
Our partnership with Vent Vision brings about many new innovations for Dryer Vent Cleaning professionals.  Below 
described are our animal exclusion line featuring metal and plastic vent covers and hoods with integrated animal 
guards, patented and made in the USA.  In addition we offer transition duct that is UL listed in two different construc-
tions.  We bring you more items to create valuable add-on revenue for your in-home sale efforts.  More products 
coming soon!

Famous “4 TO 1” Louvered Replacement
We all see louvered vents that are warped, propped open, or with missing louvers.  Why replace it with a cheap copy that will fail 
again in a few years?  Our new aluminum, powder coated vent termination in white or tan solves the problem beautifully!  In a typical 
vinyl siding installation just remove the four louvers and mount with the included screws.  Other louvered terminations on a mount-
ing block remove and mount 4 to 1 as shown above.  Larger mounting block? Consider 422 below.  Aluminum animal guard is pow-
der coated and resists squirrels and bird intrusion.  Included magnets may be stuck on to reduce flapping in windy areas.  Bushing 
mounted damper axle provides a finished look and long life.  For custom colors (with minimum run size) call us. USA Made.
ITEM NO.  SIZE COLOR DESCRIPTION 
421 4” vent White Fixes 3 or 4 louver plastic vent terminations
421A 4” vent Almond 
421G 4” vent Gray

Before                            After

Closed look

Typical vinyl siding 
install

Universal Open Concept Exhaust Vent Cover
Did you ever wish for a vent cover that could move side to side or up and down to avoid a nearby object on the exterior of the 
house, say a downspout or a bathroom vent opening?  Our totally new Universal Exhaust Vent Cover may be the ticket in many 
instances.  It is a scaled up version of the Famous 4 to 1 louvered vent above.  The totally open back plate allows use with vents 
from 1” to 6”.  The same aluminum frame and door construction with a zinc plated steel removeable animal guard and stick on 
mini-magnets are included.  Damper is removeable to allow use as an intake vent with animal guard protection.  Powder coated in 
four colors, custom colors are available with a minimum order, call us. Made in the USA.

ITEM NO.  SIZE COLOR DESCRIPTION
422 up to 6” White Larger version covers 1” to 6” vents
422A up to 6” Almond
422B up to 6” Brick Red
422G up to 6” Gray

NEW!  Universal Cover
Open Concept Allows For:
• Covers multiple size venting (1” to 6”)
• Totally open back plate to accomodate any size 
vent and provide flexible mounting
• Flexible mounting allows choice of cover position
• Remove damper for intake vent use
• Use with or without included animal guard.
• All aluminum frame and damper prevents rust, 
salt damage and heat warping while opening easily.
•  Powder coated in multiple colors.
•  Bushing mounted damper axle provides a fin-
ished look and durability.

Plastic Hood w/Animal Guard
Have you seen the best all plastic hood with included animal guard yet?  We think we have it in this new design.  Available without 
animal guard, call us, for applications using a separate  external bird guard.  Made in the USA.

ITEM NO.  SIZE COLOR DESCRIPTION ITEM NO.  SIZE COLOR     DESCRIPTION 
PH4 Flush White Flush Mount Plastic Hood PH411 w/Tail White        Hood w/neck to accept tail pc.
PH4B Flush Brown Flush Mount Plastic Hood PH411B w/Tail Brown       Hood w/neck to accept tail pc.
PH4G Guard White Replacement guard ONLY PH4GB Guard Brown       Replacement guard ONLY

Flap opens wide!

NEW!  Vent Vision PH4 Hood
Higher Quality w/incl. animal guard:
• Thicker plastic than “big box” brands
• Integrated, removeable pest guard plastic formula is 
specially compounded to resist animal intrusion.
• Attaches with 4 screws
• Available w/11” tail piece or flush mount.

Four std. colors
call for custom

w/Mounting Block 
present

Three std colors
Call for custom
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NEW!  V FLEX DRYER TRANSITION DUCT

A.W.PERKINS ROVAC BUTTONLOK DRYER VENT SYSTEM 

Dryer Vent Transition Duct
UL 2158A Listed Dryer Transition Duct should be in your truck at all times!  Transition duct connects your dryer to the hard duct 
termination in the laundry room.  Our flexible aluminum wind is stronger to resist crush yet more flexible for tighter 90 degree 
turns.  Try some today, available singly or in case packs.  

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
TD5 4” x 5’ Shorter transition duct, UL listed (case count is 18)
TD8 4” x 8’ Max length transition duct, UL listed (case count is 18)
TD50 4” x 50’ Bulk transition duct, cut to length under 8’!

NEW!  HIGHEST QUALITY P100 RESPIRATORS
Respirators with or without goggles for complete dust protection for 
dryer vent professionals!
Personal protection of the highest qualtiy, made in the United Kingdom.  Extremely light 
weight design with low profile pleated filter.  Excellent visibility and easy breather exhaust 
valve.  Goggle version has separated nose/mouth breathing section plus vent holes to limit 
fogging of lens interior.  Lens protectors available as is a hard protective case.  Wide face 
seal of special rubber that seals well without irritation.  P100 filter provides HEPA filtration of 
99.9% down to 0.3 micron particle size.  Two sizes to fit almost everyone.  Call for fit advice. 
The prescription insert is factory fulfilled, send us your Rx and lab ships you completed insert.

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
SPR451 Sm/Med P100 Mask Respirator, nose/mouth only, weighs under 5 oz. 
SPR457 Med/Lg P100 Mask Respirator, nose/mouth only, weighs under 5 oz.
SPR549 Sm/Med P100 Mask Respirator, w/eye protecting goggles
SPR550 Med/Lg P100 Mask Respirator, w/eye protecting goggles
SPR321 One Size P100 Filter Replacement, pair 
SPM001 Small Case for mouth/nose only versions SPR451/457
SPM007 Large Case for goggle versions SPR549/550
SPM520 One Size Lens Protector Sheets for SPR549/550 (10 each)
SPM639 One Size Eyeglass Rx Inserts, fits both SPR549 and SPR550

P100 Filter

Lens Protector

Case

Prescription insert

We also have P100/ 
Organic Vapor filtering 
masks in catalog #2



NEW!  MAGVENT® DRYER VENT TRANSITION SOLUTION

A.W.PERKINS ROVAC BUTTONLOK DRYER VENT SYSTEM 

MagVent
MagVent, with its powerful self-aligning magnets, helps you remotely complete the dryer vent path so you no longer have to get 
between the dryer and the wall. This allows you to do away with that extra length of dryer vent hose which often gets crushed and 
restricted between the dryer and the wall.  The included foil flex on the MV90 and MV180 are hose clamped to the dryer and the 
magnetized ends mate up flush with a resounding snap!  

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
MV90 90 DEG 90 Built-in
MV180 Straight Connect straight on
MVFLEX Your Flex Like MV180 but use your own flex

MV90 MV180

NEW!  PITCH HOPPER® ROOF ACCESS SAFETY DEVICE
Pitch Hopper
For asphalt shingle roofs the Pitch Hopper is a great way to safely access and work on pitched surfaces.  Triangular cross section 
there is one side that is perfect for 8/12 pitch and the shorter side for 12/12 pitch.  Relieves stress and fatigue in the legs.  Two 
sizes available, 24” and 32” wide.  Get one of each and use one to stand on and the other to hold your tools!  

ITEM NO.  SIZE DESCRIPTION 
PH24 24” wide Yellow Small Pitch Hopper
PH32 32” wide Yellow Large Pitch Hopper

PH24
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A.W. PERKINS DIY CONSUMER 
PELLET/DRYER VENT 
CLEANING SYSTEM  

A.W. Perkins offers a selection of rods and brushes geared towards the 
“DIY” homeowner. This is a selection of rods and brushes with 5/16” or 
1/4” threaded fittings. This system is ideal for cleaning out your pellet 
vent chimney. It can also be used for dryer vent cleaning. Please take 
note that the 1/4” threaded rods are too flexible to use on dryer vents. 

6 



5/16” thick pellet vent rods that fit the ES0x Series and 
160x-series brushes, above. ESO-rods are 4 feet long. 
516-series rods are 3 feet long. *Spin clockwise only. 
Ideal for the DIY homeowner. 
51612 is a 12 ft. starter kit of rods consisting of 4 x 3 ft. 
(516) rods. This kit does not contain any brushes. Choose 
your needed brush size from the choices above. 

* Note if spinning with a drill: The ES0-series of rods/
brushes must use the ESDA adapter to rotate.  Choose 
the 160x brushes w/female thread to avoid need for drill 
adapter, just chuck up the rod end in your cordless drill.

A.W. PERKINS PELLET/DRYER VENT 
CONSUMER GRADE RODS 

516 3 ft. x 5/16 dia. w/5/16-18 thread
51612 12 foot starter kit, 4 ea 3’ rods 

ES02 4 ft. x 5/16 dia. w/5/16-18 thread

ESDA Drill adapter w/female 5/16-18 thread

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

A.W. PERKINS PELLET/DRYER VENT CONSUMER GRADE BRUSHES  

A.W. PERKINS CONSUMER PELLET VENT CLEANING SYSTEM  
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NOTE: Spin clockwise only. 

These pellet/dryer propeller vent brushes have a 
rounded plastic core, nylon bristles and can be used 
with a drill for an easy and consistent cleaning. 5/16”-
18 threads. Available in 3” to 6” sizes. Can be used 
with the ES02- or 516-series of nylon rods. Ideal for 
the DIY homeowner.  

1603 3” diameter w/5/16-18 thread 
1604 4” diameter w/5/16-18 thread 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

These pellet/dryer vent brushes have a twisted wire 
center with ball tip. Spin or push/pull.  The ES-series 
brushes can only be  used with a drill when using the 
ESDA drill adapter. *Spin clockwise only. Available in 
3”, 4” and 5”. Can be used with the ES0- or 516-series 
of nylon rods. Ideal for the DIY homeowner. 

*ES04 4” x 5/16-18 thread 
*ES03 3” x 5/16-18 thread 

*ES05 5” x 5/16-18 thread 
*ESDA Drill adapter w/female 5/16-18 thread 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

1605 5” diameter w/5/16-18 thread 
1606 6” diameter w/5/16-18 thread 



Nylon rods for the PV series of brushes only with 1/4-20 thread. 
Very flexible for pushing lightweight brushes above.  These rods 
are for pellet vent cleaning only. For the stiffer dryer vent equiva-
lent please see items # ES04 and #516. Ideal for DIY homeown-
er pellet vent cleaning.  

NOTE: The PV series of lighter 1/4” nylon rods and brushes are not 
recommended for dryer vent cleaning as the rods are too flexible.  
They will work in bathroom vents if used carefully.

A.W. PERKINS 1/4” THICK NYLON 
CONSUMER GRADE RODS 

PVR4 4’ X 1/4” diameter w/1/4-20 thread 
PVR5 59” X 1/4” diameter w/1/4-20 thread 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

Only Fits
These PVR Rods!

A.W. PERKINS CONSUMER PELLET VENT CLEANING SYSTEM  
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These very gentle nylon pellet vent brushes have a 
twisted wire center with a ball tip. Used on 1/4” thick 
rods that are lighter than the ESO2 and 516-series. 
For dryer vent brush please see items #ES04 and 
rod #516. Available in 3”, 4” & 5” sizes. Ideal for the 
DIY homeowner. 

A.W. PERKINS NYLON CONSUMER 
GRADE PELLET VENT BRUSHES  

PV3 3” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods
PV4 4” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods
PV5 5” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION Available in 3” & 4”sizes. Ideal for the DIY homeowner. 

A.W. PERKINS S/S CONSUMER GRADE 
PELLET VENT BRUSHES 

These stainless steel pellet vent brushes, (used when a 
more thorough cleaning is warranted), have a twisted 
wire center with a ball tip and are used on 1/4” thick rods 
that are lighter than the ESO-and 516-series. For the dry-
er vent equivalent please see #ES04, prior page.  

PV4SS 4” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods
PV3SS 3” w/1/4-20 thread, use w/PVR rods
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 





A.W.PERKINS ROVAC® HEPA
VACUUMS
Our RoVac vacuums are amongst the most powerful and cleanest vacuums on the 
market.  They are available in either a 1 motor, 2 motor or 3 motor format. The 
powerful 3 Motor (405 CFM), RoVac HEPA chimney & dryer vent vacuum is used 
for dust control while cleaning chimneys or dryer vents and may also be used for 
debris removal after any job.  The first two motors can be run on the same circuit.  
The 3rd motor requires a separate extension cord plugged into the flanged inlet 
on the powerhead.  The 1 motor (120 CFM), RoVac HEPA chimney & dryer vent 
vacuum is the little brother to the more powerful 3 motor vacuum.  All vacuums 
feature a triple filtration system consisting of a dacron bag pre-filter, a secondary 
dacron filter and finally the HEPA filter.  This system filters to 99.97% efficiency, 
down to particles of .3 microns in size.  The 1 motor vacuum will handle most 
smaller jobs, but the 3 motor vacuum can tackle all of your needs when it comes 
to those larger masonry chimneys and longer dryer vent runs. 
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A.W.PERKINS ROVAC® VACUUMS 
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This powerful 3 Motor, 405 CFM, RoVac HEPA chimney 
& dryer vent vacuum is used for dust control while 
cleaning chimneys or dryer vents and can also be used 
for debris removal after any job. The first two motors 
can be run on the provided 35’ cord. The 3rd motor 
requires a separate circuit with an extension cord (not 
included). HEPA filters 99.97% efficient down to .3 
microns.  This vacuum features a 20 Gallon removable 
stainless steel drum on a tilt trolley. It comes standard 
with a 4 in. x 10 ft. hose, a 3 in. x 12.5 ft. gray hose, a 
1.5 in. x 8 ft. hose, two extension wands, crevice tool, 
tool adapter, one round and one oval brush, one HEPA 
filter, and two micro bag filters. Everything you need to 
clean any chimney, fireplace, or dryer vent. Motors are 
under warranty for a full year. 

A.W.PERKINS “ROVAC” S/S 3 MOTOR 
VACUUM ON TILT TROLLEY 

1107-3 Rovac 3 motor stainless steel vacuum  
  on tilt trolley w/spare microbag filter
8507-3 Same as 1107-3, but with no 4” hose  
  and only one microbag filter 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

A.W. PERKINS “ROVAC” 3 MOTOR 
VACUUM w/FIXED DRUM 

This powerful 3 Motor, 405 CFM, RoVac HEPA chimney & dryer 
vent vacuum is used for dust control while cleaning chimneys 
or dryer vents and can also be used for debris removal after 
any job. The first two motors can be run on the same circuit. 
The 3rd motor requires a separate circuit. Filters 99.97% 
efficient down to .3 microns. This vacuum features a 15 gallon 
rugged high impact plastic drum on a fixed trolley. It comes 
standard with a 4 in. x 10 ft. hose, a 3 in. x 12.5 ft. hose, a 1.5 
in. x 8 ft. hose, two extension rods, crevice tool, tool adapt-
er, one round and one oval brush, one HEPA filter, and two 
micro bag filters. Everything you need to clean any chimney, 
fireplace, or dryer vent. The lifetime warranteed 12-inch rear 
wheels make the RoVac easy to maneuver, and the motors are 
under warranty for a full year, 90 days on the balance. May be 
made as a two motor machine, see below.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

8505-3 Same as 1105-3, but with no 4” hose and only  
 one microbag filter 

1105-3 Rovac 3 motor vacuum (base model) on fixed   
 trolley w/spare microbag filter

We customize!  Tilt to dump 
feature on an 1107 tank w/spe-
cial 8” rear wheels, 3” casters.  
Lowers height 2”.  Call us at 
800-698-7412 w/your special 
requests!

This model is available as a 2 Motor, 280 CFM, RoVac HEPA chim-
ney & dryer vent vacuum. Same tank as the 1105-3 model above.  
It comes standard with a 3 in. x 12.5 ft. hose, a 1.5 in. x 8 ft. hose, 
two extension rods, crevice tool, tool adapter, one round and 
one oval brush, one HEPA filter, and two micro bag filters. Every-
thing you need to clean any chimney, fireplace, or dryer vent. The 
12-inch wheels on the back make the RoVac easy to maneuver, 
and the motors are under warranty for a full year. 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

8505-2 Same as 1105-3, but with no 4” hose and only  
 one microbag filter 

1105-2 Rovac 2 motor vacuum (base model) on fixed   
 trolley w/spare microbag filter



A.W.PERKINS ROVAC® VACUUMS 

A.W. PERKINS ROVAC® 3 MOTOR VAC 
w/TILT DRUM/REMOVEABLE TROLLEY 
This powerful 3 Motor, 405 CFM, RoVac HEPA chimney & dry-
er vent vacuum is used for dust control while cleaning chim-
neys or dryer vents and can also be used for debris removal 
after any job. The first two motors can be run on the same 
circuit. The 3rd motor requires a separate circuit. Filters 
99.97% efficient down to .3 microns. This vacuum features a 
20 gallon rugged high impact plastic drum on a tilt to dump 
trolley.  The tank may also be removed from the trolley to 
carry it into homes, up stairs, etc.  Model 1103-3 comes stan-
dard with a 4 in. x 10 ft. hose, a 3 in. x 12.5 ft. hose, a 1.5 in. x 
8 ft. hose, two 18” ext., crevice tool, tool adapter, one round 
and one oval brush, one HEPA filter, and two micro bag fil-
ters. Everything you need to clean any chimney, fireplace, or 
dryer vent. The model 8503-3 omits the large hose and spare 
microbag filter. The lifetime warranteed 12-inch wheels on 
the back make the RoVac easy to maneuver, and the motors 
have a 1 year warranty, 90 days on the balance of unit.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

8503-3 Our Standard 3 Motor Dryer Vent Vacuum.
 Same as 1103-3, but with no 4” hose and only
 one microbag filter.

1103-3 Rovac 3 motor vacuum on tilt trolley w/spare  
 microbag filter.

A.W. PERKINS ROVAC® 2 MOTOR VAC 
w/TILT DRUM/REMOVEABLE TROLLEY 
This powerful 2 Motor, 280 CFM, RoVac HEPA chimney & 
dryer vent vacuum is used for dust control while cleaning 
chimneys or dryer vents and can also be used for debris 
removal after any job.  Filters 99.97% efficient down to .3 
microns. This vacuum features a 20 gallon rugged high 
impact plastic drum on a tilt to dump trolley.  The tank 
may also be removed from the trolley to carry it into 
homes, up stairs, etc.  Model 1103-2 comes standard 
with a 4 in. x 10 ft. hose, a 3 in. x 12.5 ft. hose, a 1.5 in. x 
8 ft. hose, two extension rods, crevice tool, tool adapter, 
one round and one oval brush, one HEPA filter, and two 
micro bag filters. Everything you need to clean any chim-
ney, fireplace, or dryer vent. The model 8503-2 omits 
the large hose and spare microbag filter. The lifetime 
warranteed 12-inch wheels on the back make the RoVac 
easy to maneuver, and the motors are under warranty 
for a full year, 90 days on the balance of unit.
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

8503-2 Our Standard 2-Motor Dryer Vent Vacuum
 Same as 1103-2, but with no 4” hose and only
 one microbag filter.

1103-2 Rovac 2 motor vacuum on tilt trolley w/spare
 microbag filter.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION MOTORS WT.  WT.(no trolley) HEIGHT WIDTH CFM W.C. SUCTION
8503-2 2 Motor Tilt Trolley DV Cleaning Rovac, 20 gal. 2 56 lbs. 41 lbs 45” 22.5” 280 70”
8503-3 3 Motor Tilt Trolley DV Cleaning Rovac, 20 gal. 3 62 lbs. 47 lbs 45” 22.5” 405 70”
8505-2 2 Motor Fixed Trolley DV Cleaning Rovac, 15 gal. 2 48 lbs. -- 35.5” 22.5” 280 70”
8505-3 3 Motor Fixed Trolley DV Cleaning Rovac, 15 gal. 3 53 lbs. -- 35.5” 22.5” 405 70”
8507-2 2 Motor Tilt Trolley DV Cleaning Rovac, 20 gal. S/S 2 57 lbs. 41 lbs 45” 22.5” 280 70”
8507-3 3 Motor Tilt Trolley DV Cleaning Rovac, 20 gal. S/S 3 63 lbs. 47 lbs 45” 22.5” 405 70”
1103-2 2 Motor Tilt Trolley Chimney Cleaning Rovac, 20 gal. 2 56 lbs. 41 lbs 45” 22.5” 280 70”
1103-3 3 Motor Tilt Trolley Chimney Cleaning Rovac, 20 gal. 3 62 lbs. 47 lbs 45” 22.5” 405 70”
1105-2 2 Motor Fixed Trolley Chimney Cleaning Rovac, 15 gal. 2 48 lbs. -- 35.5” 22.5” 280 70”
1105-3 3 Motor Fixed Trolley Chimney Cleaning Rovac, 15 gal. 3 53 lbs. -- 35.5” 22.5” 405 70”
1107-2 2 Motor Tilt Trolley Chimney Clean’g Rovac, 20 gal. S/S 2 57 lbs. 41 lbs 45” 22.5” 280 70”
1107-3 3 Motor Tilt Trolley Chimney Clean’g Rovac, 20 gal. S/S 3 63 lbs. 47 lbs 45” 22.5” 405 70”

Large Rovac Vacuum Model Specifications
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Standard Dryer Vent

2 Motor HEPA Vac



This RoVac 1 motor HEPA chimney & dryer vent 
vacuum is the little brother to our powerful 3 motor 
vacuum. 120 CFM, and incredible 132” w.c. suction.  
This 9 gallon stainless steel vacuum features a remov-
able drum that sits on a tilt trolley, for easy emptying.  
It comes with a 3” x 12.5’ gray hose and a 7 piece tool 
kit, (#8531), with two 18” extensions, a crevice tool, one 
round and one oval brush, a tool adapter and a 1.5”(ID) 
x 8’ hose w/swivel end.  Kit pictured in above photo.  
Three levels of filtration, the dacron bag SootStop™ is 
used for particularly dirty chimeneys or masonry work 
and saves the primary microbag filter.  Final HEPA car-
tridge assures no dust.  1102F “Fuel Oil” model uses our 
microfiber disposable bag filter in lieu of the SootStop.

ROVAC® STAINLESS ONE MOTOR 
VACUUM W/ OR W/O TROLLEY 

1102 Rovac one motor stainless steel vacuum  
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

on tilt trolley as shown above

This RoVac 1 motor HEPA chimney & dryer vent vacu-
um is the little brother to the more powerful 3 motor 
vacuum. This 9 gallon vacuum is made of rugged mold-
ed high impact plastic. It sits on five (5) casters and is 
light weight at 20 lbs. and easy to carry. It comes with a 
3” x 12.5’ hose and a 7 piece tool kit, (#8531), with two 
extension rods, crevice tool, one round and one oval 
brush, tool adapter and a 1.5”(ID) x 8’ hose w/swivel 
end. *1101 included items in picture to left above. 

ROVAC® ONE MOTOR VACUUM, 
PLASTIC TANK

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

1101 Rovac one motor vacuum (base model) w/3” 
 gray hose, 1.5” hose and accy’s.  
1101A Rovac one motor vacuum w/hose cage, 1.5”
 hose and accy’s, and smoke shelf hose, below

1102D Rovac one motor stainless steel vacuum
 WITHOUT trolley, w/3” and 1.5” hose/accys
1102F Rovac one motor stainless with smaller   
 1.5” inlet w/disposable bag option, tilt trolley.

1102D
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1102F 1½” Inlet



VacVision 
New model!
8521V

412 Mini-Vac kit

8521 Original

A.W.PERKINS ROVAC® VACUUMS 
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As included with all new ROVAC® vacuums.  7 piece tool 
kit with two 18” extension tubes, crevice tool, one round 
and one oval brush, tool adapter and a 1.5”(ID) x 8’ hose 
w/swivel end.  Vac Hose accessory is an add on for any 
vacuum to extend reach with a flexible soft vinyl hose.

ROVAC® VACUUM ACCESSORIES 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
*8531 ROVAC® Complete Accessory tool kit  
41071 18” Extension Tube (kit includes 2)
41072 Tool Adapter (use w/41073/41075)
41073 Round Brush
41074 Crevice Tool
41075 Floor Brush
41122 Flex Hose with swivel end and pickup cuff
41122F As above but swivel end fits 1102F vac only
VH1 24” Vac Hose attachment with clear 3/4” dia. hose
412 Pellet Stove/dryer mini-vac kit, fits our black hose

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION
8521 Y-Adapter, plastic and aluminum, 4 rubber feet
8521V Vac Vision Y-Adapter, with 3” see thru section 

The Rovac Y-Adapter allows one to connect their vac-
uum while using your ButtonLok rods and brushes to 
clean dryer vents.  The 3” gray Rovac hose slides over the 
reduced end of the Y.  You then force your brush through 
the slit cut cap and with the other end of the Y attached 
by hose clamp to the transition duct you have a dust-free 
cleaning system.  The NEW Vac Vision model has a clear 
section for you and the customer to see the dislodged lint 
flowing through.



41329 Wire 
w/thermal 
switch alone

41300 Motor 
Brushes for 
One Motor 
ROVAC’s w/
change tool

1143 Motor 
Brushes for 3 
Motor ROVAC’s

2-stage Motor
For One Motor Rovacs 
#1155 comes as shown 
with thermal switch 
wire lead

ROVAC POWER 
HEADS, HOSES, 
& ACCESSORIES 
Tip: Get a spare 
power head and 
limit in-season 
shutdown!

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION (NOT PICTURED) 
1101-P	 1	motor	power	head	w/HEPA	filter	and	2-stage	motor,	“Spare	Head”
1105-2	 2	motor	power	head	no	HEPA,	“Spare	Head”	to	keep	work	going	in	season!
1105-3	 3	motor	power	head	no	HEPA	,	“Spare	Head”	to	keep	work	going	in	season!
44100	 Motor	switches	(on/off)	for	all	vacuums,	w/green	lamp	power	indicator
41172	 Hose	cage	for	1	motor	vacs.	17”	dia.	Sits	on	top	of	vacuum	(pic	on	P.	67)
44106	 Upsized	Black	2”	x	8’	hose	with	swivel	end	to	fit	ROVAC	1,	2	or	3	motor	vacs
8502S	 3”	Gray	hose	as	supplied	with	our	vacuums,	12.5’	long
8504	 4”	Black	Polyurethane	hose	with	blue	wear	strip	as	supplied	w/vacuums,	10’	long
8506	 3”	Lightweight	hose	extension,	20’	long	light	weight	hose	w/3”	hose	coupler.
8506S	 As	above	but	with	swivel	connector	to	fit	into	vacuum
8524	 Metal	smoke	shelf	hose.	1	1/4”	x	4’	attaches	to	1	1/2”	hose
8533	 Accordian	Hose,	3”	x	5’	STAYPUT	extends	your	gray	hose,	collapses	to	24”
8534	 Accordian	Hose,	4”	x	5’	STAYPUT	for	dust	collection,	collapsed	its	only	24”
8541	 Micro	cleaning	kit.	Small	tools	for	tight	areas.	Ideal	for	pellet	stoves	

ROVAC® MICROBAG VACUUM FILTERS 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION (NOW IN WHITE NOT BLUE COATING)
1121 Our Microbag filter for 2 or 3 motor ROVAC’s® 
1122 Our Microbag filter for 1 motor ROVAC’s®

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 

ROVAC® HEPA VACUUM FILTERS 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
1123 Our HEPA filter for 2 or 3 motor ROVAC’s® 
1124 Our HEPA filter for 1 motor ROVAC’s® 

A.W. PERKINS VACUUM MOTORS AND 
MOTOR BRUSHES 

1143 
1150 Ametek/Lamb Motor for 3 motor vac (no photo)
1145 Motor brushes, old Domel motor, pair 
41300 One Motor ROVAC® motor brushes pair (right)
1155 2-stage Motor for One Motor Rovac’s (right)
41329 Thermal switch and associated wire for 1155 (r.)

NOTE:
Search YouTube “Rovac 3 motor brush” for instructional video 
for #1143 brush change.  We also can perform  your regular 
vacuum maintenance at our shop in Rutland, Vermont.  Call 
for a return label and have us evaluate and refurbish your 
older Rovacs.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
Motor brushes-Ametek (pair)- for 3 motor (right)

ROVAC® SOOT STOP DACRON FILTERS

1125   Replacement SootStop dacron pre-filter for 2/3 motor
1126   Replacement SootStop dacron pre-filter for 1 motor

1121 
 1122

1123 
                 1125

1124
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ROVAC® MICRO-FILTER DISPOSABLES 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
44192 Disposable bag filter ONLY for 1102F ROVAC’s® 

Microbags are now 
white coated





A.W.PERKINS CAMERA 
INSPECTION AND PAPR
BREATHING APPARATUS
The A.W. Perkins Flash-Corder chimney inspection camera/flash light is an 
ideal and economic way to document chimney conditions quickly.  Using 
the ButtonLok holder the sweep is able to push the Flash-Corder up the 
flue to video record the interior conditions of the chimney system.  While 
there is no live view you are able to visually show the homeowner what is 
happening inside their chimney by playing back on a computer or by send-
ing the recorded file.  Files can then be easily transferred to your personal 
device, whether it be a laptop, iPhone or iPad. 

Our new Inspection Fire 3 camera housing uses the GoProMax 360 degree 
camera to capture impressive video and still pictures in chimneys.  The 
ButtonLok housing and easy “no tool” strand adjustment makes for ease of 
use.

Along with the two inspections options, we also have a complete respira-
tory systems for your safety.  We offer Powered Air Purifying Respirators 
(PAPR) and traditional masks with Organic Vapor plus Particulate “P100” 
filters. The PAPR, powered air purifying respirator with an organic vapor 
HEPA filtration system, will keep you safe from the dirt and particulates as-
sociated with chimney cleaning. It includes a fan w/carrying case, headgear 
w/hose and a Li-ion rechargeable battery.  

8 



Wood in a 3-sided chimney Smoke Chamber above Heat Form FP

Link for full info 
InspectionFire.com

Housing comes w/whip line
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Dryer Vent Inspection?
See our Vent Vision 
camera, page 51.

Newest technology, 360º spherical images!  ButtonLok hous-
ing dimensions 5¼″ high x 3¼″ wide x 1⅜″ deep easily fits 
through damper frame.  Two cameras with 180º view each 
get merged together by GoPro Max software into a spherical 
image at any point you choose.  Incredible resolution and 
twin lighting make this a great value.  Accessories included 
with IF3 and IF3K include two lights, spare Enduro battery and 
charger, charger cables (3) for lights and battery, touch screen 
protector, lens protectors and accy. carry case.  Set screws 
hold camera securely in housing. Use QR code to get complete 
details. 7 color options so you can color code by van or tech, 
red and black shown.

IF3      Inspection Fire 3 Housing complete w/GoPro Max
IF3K     Inspection Fire 3 Housing w/accessories only
IF3H     Inspection Fire 3 Housing only (specify color)
LC4     Lens Cover 4 pack, 2 needed per camera

ITEM NO.    DESCRIPTION

INSPECTION FIRE 3 CHIMNEY CAMERA 
SYSTEM w/GoPro MAX 360 CAMERA

Colors
Available

Typical screen shots 
taken off our phone.  
Full resolution is in 
the camera memory 
but often the phone 
shots clearly show 
the the issues!
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A.W. PERKINS FLASH-CORDER
HOLDER

LED flashlight and video recorder in a rugged 
aluminium housing. Splash and dust resistant for 
daily use by chimney and service professionals who 
need to document what they see. Ideal for showing 
the homeowner what corrective measures need 
to be taken. SPOT and FLOOD light settings with 3 
LED’s and 100 lumens brightness. Video features: 
Save MP4 files up to 30 minutes long onto your 
device for playback. Use “Cloud FTP” to view with 
iPad/phone. Instructions included. Note:  Splash 
resistant but not water proof. 

9642      Flash-Corder w/charger, lanyard, USB cable
ITEM NO.    DESCRIPTION

This optional holder helps to keep the Flash-Corder cen-
tered in the chimney during inspections. The holder has 
a large female ButtonLok adapter for use with the large 
ButtonLok rod system. 

9642H   Aluminum Holder for Flash-Corder only
ITEM NO.  DESCRIPTION

FLASH-CORDER EXTRAS

9642B     Flash-Corder battery
9642C     Flash-Corder replacement charger
9642HS     Holster w/belt clip for Flash-Corder

ITEM NO.    DESCRIPTION

A.W. PERKINS FLASH-CORDER 
VIDEO RECORDING FLASHLIGHT

A.W. PERKINS “ROVAC” AIR PURIFYING 
RESPIRATOR SYSTEM 

Complete respirator system (# 9801A) as pictured.  Con-
tains combination HEPA/organic vapor filter, headgear 
(bonnet w/yoke, face seal and clear lens), Li-ion recharge-
able battery, battery charger, air pump w/belted carrying 
case, air flow tester and covered breathing tube. NOTE: 
OSHA minimum air flow is 6 CFM, the red line on the tes-
ter.  A dirty filter will reduce air flow, check w/tester often!
Design can change from picture due to factory revisions.

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION 
9801 Complete respirator system as pictured.  
9821 Replacement HEPA/organic vapor filter 
9822    Replacement headgear-bonnet w/face  
 seal and clear lens
9823 Replacement battery  
9824 Battery charger 
9825 Covered breathing tube  



VENT VISION COMPRESSED AIR 
DRYER VENT CLEANING SYSTEMS
A.W. Perkins Co. is pleased to announce the introduction of our Vent Vision 
dryer vent cleaning system using compressed air.  Perfected over the past 30 
years by Nate Greenberg, an innovative dryer vent cleaning contractor in the 
New York Metro area.  

The Vent Vision hose reel with air motor rewind and 300 feet of 1/2” hose 
leads the way to taking your company to the next level.  Paired with our Cast 
Iron compressor its an unbeatable system.  The 300 feet of 1/2” ID hose 
assures massive air flow to our Vent Vision air tools.  Get one of our systems 
and start “outside in” cleaning techniques necessary to win many commer-
cial jobs.  Twin hose reels for enhanced productivity are easily accomodated 
with this beast!

Our truck mounted installation is shown here in a 3/4 Ton van.  We will work 
with you to provide measurements for your install of the system.  This install 
had our team mount the hose reel and compressor on 2x4’s laid flat for ship-
ment on a long pallet.  A fork lift (or “your team” lift) is needed to position it 
for installation. Mighty Mouse system fits trailers or smaller vans.

9 

New MIGHTY MOUSE package - 
see page 74

800-698-7412
sales@awperkins.com
shop - www.rodtechusa.com 



REQUIREMENTS 
- Note Dimensions 
- Minimum compressor spec 
17 CFM at 175 psi
- Flexible air coupling to 
your compressor

Improve your dryer vent cleaning productivity with 
our all new Vent Vision Hose Reel.  Includes chain 
driven air motor rewind.  The top quality 300 foot 
hose is 1/2” ID to maximize air flow to our exclusive 
air tools.  Dual pressure setup with full 175 psi flow 
through pressure and reduced pressure for safe 
rewind.  Pressure control valve allows you to adjust 
to a comfortable rewind speed.  Heavy gauge steel 
frame with four holes for connecting to vehicle.  
Durable powder coated reel and frame.  Axle lock to 
prevent rotation while driving.  Quality built in the 
USA for years of service.  This item ships palletized 
by truck.  Ask about discounts available for multiple 
unit purchase.  Installation service available.

R12300        Vent Vision Hose Reel w/300’x1/2” hose
ITEM NO.    DESCRIPTION

VENT VISION HOSE REEL

$2799 Delivered
Multi-unit purchase discount available - call
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1” NPT Fem

Prepare to be blown away by this truck mounted compressor.  The most durable air compressor designed to give 
thousands of hours of service per year.  Honda 13 HP GX390 gas engine.  Electric start, 12 v alternator (you will need 
to supply the lawn mower battery).  May also be manually started.  A Honda oil drain kit is installed to make engine oil 
changes easier.  2-Stage, twin cylinder cast iron pump puts out over 30 CFM at 175 psi.  Pump is turning at only 635 
RPM for long life.  30 gallon tank for plenty of capacity.  This unit weighs 610 lbs and requires a 3/4 ton truck frame (or 
a similarly robust trailer) for proper mounting.  Installation services available.  Multi unit discount available.

CFM30        Vent Vision 30CFM Heavy Commercial Cast Iron Compressor
ITEM NO.    DESCRIPTION

VENT VISION 30 CFM HEAVY DUTY COMMERCIAL AIR COMPRESSOR, 30 GAL TANK
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44” Long, 40” high and 22” deep. Flexible inter-
connect required

$5899 Unit Price/$8,798 ready to mount w/R12300 Reel Includes free flying tiger!

VENT VISION 23 CFM 
COMMERCIAL AIR COMPRESSOR
Our medium size unit delivers 23 CFM at 175 psi 
for efficient dryer vent cleaning with our Hose Reel 
and accessories.  Electric start on the Honda 13 HP 
GX390 engine, just add your battery.  The motor 
automatically idles down and will shut down if the 
oil is dangerously low.  4 gal. surge tank.  Great for 
smaller format trucks or trailer mounting.  The unit 
weighs 220 lbs. 

38” wide, 25” high and 25” deep.

MIGHTY MOUSE PACKAGE!
$3499 Unit Price/$5,999 + Freight 
ready to mount w/R12300 Reel
Includes free flying tiger H30!

CFM23        Vent Vision 23 CFM Compressor w/Honda GX390
ITEM NO.    DESCRIPTION



FLYING TIGER - IDEAL FOR DRYER VENT 
CLEANING 
- Patent pending head will not penetrate blower

- Minimum compressor spec is 17 CFM at 175 psi

- Unique green hose is tough 3/8” ID for max air flow

Our air lines are 3/8” ID for greatly improved air flow when using our compressor and hose reel.  Stun-
ning productivity improvement compared with 1/4” hoses.  The large reverse spinner on our air hoses 
will not go past a dryer blower making them the safe bet to use when run lengths are not known.  The 
small reverse spinner will fit through a 1” hole making it ideal for roof vents, use with access grommet.

AT1 Vent Vision Std Air Tools Kit, H30, H40, G1, TV1, TS1, P1, P1S, P2
AT2 Vent Vision Expanded Air Tools Kit, AT1 + extra H30 & H40 +1 H50 
H30 Flying Tiger 30’ Air Hose with large Vent Vision reverse spinner
H30S 30’ Air Hose with small reverse spinner (7/8” diameter)
H40 Flying Tiger 40’ Air Hose with large Vent Vision reverse spinner
H40S 40’ Air Hose with small reverse spinner (7/8” diameter)
H50 Flying Tiger 50’ Air Hose with large Vent Vision reverse spinner
RB1 Small reverse air flow ball, fits through a 1’ hole
RB2 Standard Flying Tiger reverse air flow spinning ball, 1 3/8” OD
G1 Air Gun, 12” adjustable pressure
TV1 Thumb valve with female QD
TS1 Vent Vision Tape Squeegee
HC4S Hose Clamp, for 4” transition or duct, stainless, easy operation
P1 1” vent plug, black, 100 pcs
P1BULK 1” vent plug, black, Bulk, 5,000 pcs
P2 1” vent grommet to insert while using small H30S or H40S, 6 pcs

ITEM NO.    DESCRIPTION

VENT VISION AIR TOOLS AND ACCY. FOR DRYER VENT CLEANING

1” Access Plugs and 1” Access Grommets should be on hand when-
ever you encounter roof terminations.  Drill a 1” hole in the cap and 
install the access grommet when inserting rods or air lines into vent 
to limit damage to your tools.  Use Plug when complete to allow 
easy access for the next cleaning.  Black color plugs available.
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